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IF'o,	 I. CONTRACT PURPOSE
The purpose of this contract (NASS-20871) was twofold: To
support the construction of a scientific instrument for the ISEE-1
spacecraft, and to support the analysis and reduction of data ob-
tained by this instrument for a period of two years following launch
of the spacecraft.
f
aII. PERIOD.OF PERFOME
The period of performance under this contract extended from
February 11, 1975 to October 31, 1979.
^_f
III. " WORK PROVIDED
During the period of performance of this contract, Stanford
University provided all materials, services, facilities, and per-
sonnel necessary for the design, development, fabrication, testing,
checkout and calibration of a scientific instrument for the Study
of Interactions in the Magnetosphere between Energetic Particles
and Discrete VLF Waves for the International Sun-Earth Explorer
Spacecraft A (ISEE-1).
In addition, Stanford University did also analyze and reduce
data to a usable format for a period of two years after launch
of the Stanford ISEE-1 instrument. This work was performed in strict
accordance with contract NAS5-20871 and specifications included and
referenced therein.
Since November 1, 1979, further data has been obtained from
the Stanford University experiment on ISEE-1 and analysis of exis-
t	 ting data continues under a new contract, NAS5-25744.
Upon completion of the Stanford University involvement in the
ISEE-1 project, disposition of the Stanford University ISEE-1 data
will be made to the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). This
data will be contained on magnetic tapes in ana l og form and the
data tapes will be the original analog data tapes prepared at NASA
telemetry stations during data acquisition on ISEE-1. The format
of the analog signal on these magnetic tapes is described in detail
in referesices [11 and (4].
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IV. INSTRUMNTATION
t
The ISEE-1 instrumentation produced by.Stanford University
under contract MASS-20891 consisted of a broadband VLF receiver
and two instruments for ground support activities, each character-
ized as a Data Converter/Spacecraft Command Simulator. All instru-
mentation was produced within budgeted costs and delivered to NASA
on time, as specified in the contract.
A complete description of the VLF receiver and ground-support
equipment is given in references [1], [2], [3].and [4]. A copy of
each of these reff-:•ences is appended to this report.
	 -
V. 'DISPOSITION'OF'INSTRUMENTATION
1
The VLF receiver produced under this contract is presently
incorporated within the ISEE-1 spacecraft. The ground-support
equipment is presently located in Rm 224 of the Electronics Re-
search Laboratories of Stanford University, Stanibrd, California.
The ground-support equipment is routinely used for analysis of
the data obtained by the Stanford experiment on ISEE-1.
S
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6C	 VI. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
The main purpose of the Stanford ISEE-1 experiment is to
study interactions in the magnetosphere between coherent VLF waves
i
and energetic particles, with the goal of achieving a better under-
,
standing of this important aspect of the earth's environment.
A detailed discussion of the scientific objectives of the
experiment can be found in reference [4] (appended).
c
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V11. ' SPACECRAFT ' I!iSTRU!MEMT ' STATUS
At the present time the analog portion of the Stanford instru-
ment is functioning as designed and is acquiring excellent data con-
cerning the wave spectrum and relative amplitude. The digital portion
of the experiment, involving the housekeeping datao has developed a
malfunction and is encoding the absolute amplitude of the wave spectrum
with a fixed bias of approximately 20 dB. We are presently working
with the University of Iowa experimenters in order to recalibrate
the housekeeping data and effectively eliminate this bias. Progress
to date is promising and we anticipate no serious problems in achie-
ving all objectives of the Stanford experiment.
An investigation is presently underway to attempt to pinpoint
the circuit or component whose failure has led to the malfunction of
the digital portion of the experiment. Upon completion of this
investigation the results will be reported by letter to Or. Keith
Ogilvie, the ISEE-1 Project Scientist.
i	 VIII. NIMLIGNTS OF EVERINEWTALRES_
During the two years following launch, the Stanford University
Wave-Injection Experiment on ISEE-1 has acquired a solid base of data
in a number of areas, notably:
(1) Emission generation by nonducted coherent waves, and
(2) The cold plasma distribution in the inner magnetosphere
(2<L<5).
In each of these areas the ISEE-1 data have led to unexpected
find'ings which appear to have important implications for magneto-
spheric wave-particle interactions. We discuss these findings below:
1. Emission Generation by Nonducted Coherent Waves.
In general, signals from ground transmitters propagate up to
the satellite in a nonducted mode and at any given time there exists
more than one magnetospheric path over which the signal may reach
the satellite. The time delay difference between the various paths
ranges from a few hundred milliseconds up to a few seconds, and the
duration of the received signal may exceed that of the transmitted
signal by up to a factor of three or mare. In general, the larger
time delay paths extend out to higher L-shells where the wave normal
of the signal is inclined at a larger angle with respect to the static
magnetic field direction.
Signals from the Omega, N.D., transmitter have been routinely
observed on ISEE-1 over the American longitudinal sector. These
9signals, nominally one second in length, often have been observed to
endure up to three seconds or more.	 On a number of occasions, signals
from Omega, N.D., have been observed to trigger VLF emissions somewhere
along their path between the ground and the satellite.
	 In nearly every
case triggering took place only along a path of longer time delay and
not along the most direct path.	 This unexpected triggering mode appeared
to require no unusual magnetic conditions.
Thus a general condition for nonducted triggering appears to
i
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be that triggering occurs on paths which reach out to the relatively
' higher L-shells than the most direct path.
	 In some cases this con-
i
dition may result from the possibility that the emission generation
process is much more efficient when the ratio of wave frequency to
local gyrofrequency approaches the value 1/2.	 Such an increase in
the interaction efficiency ha y been associated with cases of ducted
triggering [6].	 Another possibility is that the nonducted triggering
mechanism actually favors larger wave normal angles.
	
However, the
linear theory of the whistler-mode instability predicts that the growth
rate of the instability should actually decrease as the wave normal is
increased, due to increased Landau damping [6].
A second interesting feature of the omission events was the
occurrence in a number of cases of triggering on magnetic shells
near and below L n 2.	 Triggering on such low L-shells has not pre-
viously been reported and apparently involves interactions with
quasi-relativistic electrons.
	 Thus our results show that missions
can be generated under much more general conditions than previously
I!
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believed. Our findings in this area have been reported in recent
papers (see Table 1).
2.	 The Cold Plasma Distribution in the Inner Magneto
It is generally believed that the cold plasma distribution in
the magnetosphere can be represented by a diffusive equilibrium (DE)
model inside the plasmasphere (1.2 $ L < 4) and a collisionless model
outside the plasmapause (4 < L < 10) E73. 	 These models have been
generally consistent with both ground-based measurements of ducted
whistler time delays E83 t and with local satellite measurements of
equatorial cold electron densities.
However, in recent years there have been theoretical arguments
advanced which indicate that the L n 3-4 regions may be a location
4-- where some hybrid model may best apply 193. 	 This view is supported
by recent data from the ISEE-1 satellite which indicate that the DE
model may break down on L-shells between 3 and 4 and that a collision-
less model may better describe the cold plasma distribution in this
region.
It has been shown E103 that the time delay of nonducted signals
from VLF ground transmitters can be used to determine the cold plasma
density along the propagation path between a satellite and the trans-
mitter.	 Using ISEE-1 time delay measurements of nonducted pulses from
the Omega. N.D.. transmitter, the cold plasma distribution was calcu-
lated for a large number of orbits during the October 1977-October 1979
period on which the ISEE-1 satellite passed over the North American
11
sector, In 70% of these cases It was found that the DE model was
not applicable on L-shells greater than 3. and that the inferred
distribution fits a collisionless model more closely. A corollary
of this finding wa3 the fact that the inferred cold plasma gradients
were much larger than those predicted by the DE model and these
larger gradients tended to minimize the wave normal angle with
respect to the earth's magnetic field.
One possible interpretation of these results is that the dis-
tribution of cold plasma outside of ducts differs significantly from
that in, side ducts and that in the range of L a 3-4 the DE model applies
only to ducts. However, additional experimental and theoretical work
must be done before these recent results can be interpreted satis-
factorily.
Since the cold plasma density and gradients determine the wave
phase velocity ani wave normal direction that occurs during VLF wave-
particle interactions, an accurate description of the cold plasma
distribution is necessary for quantitative studies of these inter-
actions. For this reason, increasing our understanding of the quanti-
tative details of the cold plasma distribution in the magnetosphere is
an important goal of the Stanford experiment on ISEE.
Results obtained from this study have been reported at scientific
conferences and are soon to be submitted for publication (see Table 1).
Interesting data have also been obtained on power line radiation in
the magnetosphere, as well as the doppler -shift signatures of nonducted
coherent VLF waves. Results from these studies have also been reported
1^
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at scientific conferences and are also soon to be submitted for publi-
cation (see Table 1).
In these broad general areas. the ISEE-1 data have led to signi-
ficant and unexpected findings which have important implications for
magnetospheric wave-particle interactions.
Results of our analysis of the first two years of ISEE-1 data
have been reported in a number of papers. A complete list of these
papers, current as of April, 1980, is given in Table 1.
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PAPERS ODNCERNING THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY EXPERIMENT ON ISEE-1
(list current as of April 1, 1980)
PUBLICATIONS:
Bell, T. F., and R. A. Helliwell, The Stanford University VLF wave
injection experiment on the ISEE-A spacecraft , - Geosei.,Electr.
GE-16 0 8248 9 1978.
Bell , T. F:, U. S. Inan and R . A. Hel l i w ..1, ISEE-1 satellite obser-
vations of the triggering of VLF emissions by nonducted coherent
waves in the magnetosphere, submitted to J.. GBoghyS__Res_, 1980.
Bell, T. F., and U. S. Inan, Remote sensing of the magnetospheric cold
plasma using VLF data acquired on ISEE-1 spacecraft, in prepara-
tion for J. GeoopMs. 'Res. ` 1980.
Bell, T. F., and U. S. Inan, VLF doppler signatures detected on ISEE-1
and the distribution of cold plasma in the magnetosphere, in
preparation for J. Geophys. Res., 1980.
Bell, T. F., and U. S. Inan, The characteristics of VLF emissions trig-
gered by nonducted coherent waves, in preparation for J. Geophys.
Res., 1980.
Inan, U. S., and T. F. Bell, ISEE -1 satellite observations of signals
from the Siple transmitter, Antarctic Journal, December, 1978.
l_uette, J. P. ,. T. F. Bell, and R. A. Hel l iwel l , ISEE-1 observations
k
	 of power line radiation in the magnetosphere, in preparation for
R	 J. Geopb1s. Res., 1980.
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t, f	 PAPERS PRESENTED AT SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCES:
Bell, T. F., U. S. Inan, and R. A. Helliwell, Early results of the
Stanford University VLF wave injection experiment in the ISEE-1
satellite, ESLAB Symposium, Innsbruck, Austria, June 1978.
Bell, T. F., and U. S. Inan, Observations on the ISEE-1 satellite of
the triggering of VLF emissions by nonducted coherent VLF waves
in the magnetosphere, accepted for presentation at URSI General
Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, August 1978.
Bell, T. F., U. S. Inan, and R. A. Helliwell, ISEE-1 satellite obser-
vations of signals from ground transmitters, AGU Fleeting, San
Francisco, December 1978.
Bell, T. F., U. S. Inan, and R. A. Helliwell, ISEE-1 observations of
VLF emissions triggered by nonducted coherent VLF waves from
ground transmitters, IMS Symposium and IAGA Meeting, Melbourne/
Canberra, Australia, 1979.
Inan, U. S., and T. F. Bell, The distribution of cold plasma in the
inner magnetosphere as deduced from ISEE-1 VLF wave measurements,
AGU Meeting, December 1979.
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The Stanford University VLF Wave Injection
Experiment on the ISEE-A Spacecraft
T. F. BELL AM) R. A I II LLIWELL
Absrrvcf-A Stanford l'niver%ity VLF wave injection experint-nt will
he carried out as put of the ISFF mission. I hit c\penment consists
vmentWly of deice basic components; a broad-hand VLF receivet on
ISFL-A, a bn1aJ-hanJ %'LF transmitter located at Siple Station in the
Antarctic, and a number of ground stations III Antarctic and Can-
ada. The. c\perimrnt I% an outgrmwth of VI F %cave injection e\peri-
ment% camcd out over the past four beats using the Stanford Univ'et%ity
transmitter at Siple Stati o n. Antarctica. The purpose of [his experi-
ment i, to study VLF-save-particle interaction, in the nlagnrtosphcre.
with the goal of achieving a better under,tamGng of this important
portion of the earth's environment. III prewtit paper we sketch
hriclly the vlcnWic hackground of the c\perlmcnt and describe the
functions of the ISLE-:% instrument.
R
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1. INl ROntICTION
T
Ill: STANFORD University VLF wave injection experi-
ment for the [SEE mission consists essentially of three
separate components: 1) a hmadhand VLF receiver oil
a broad-hand VLF transmitter located at Siple Station in
the Antarctic, 3) ground stations In the :Antarctic and Canada.
This experiment is an uutgruwth of VLF wave injection
experiments carried out over the past four years using the
Stanford University broad-band (1-:0-klli) transmitter at
Siple Station. Antarctica 11 , 1 5 1 .
The Siple Station w• ave'injection experiment is an active
experiment designed to study VLF-wave-p.uticle interactions
in the nlagnetu,phere. One goal of the e\petinlent is to
develop a sufficient undersi.lnding of the ph} sics of wave-
particle interactions to allow the control ol' 111C energetic par-
ticles by the injected waves.
Once control Is establi%hed, the energetic particles call
he used as toots (it oilier important processes. For
example, the control of energetic patti,le ptecipitation would
allow interesting studies of X-ray, ionization and radiation
emmion processes In the ionosphere. Furthermore. 11104,1111,1-
Ilion of precipitation Ilu\ night provide .1 means to 1 1 10d ice
Pc-1 ULF waves I I I on a controlled hisis. Nunx • touN other
applications cmi he envisioned.
A Necond goal of the e\pennlent Is to detelnunC file effect\
upon energetic particles in the ulagnrtosphelr of electrical
nower transmission line radi.11lon.
Ihinlunics radiated by elcctllcal power diNtilhullun systems
.ne ficgnCtltly ohscl%ed to clller IhC II1.IgIlt'lu,hhert' wllcle
they are amplified III
	 level that Is stllf it, III III Nimitilate VI I
ell"N"I lls. scallCr erletgell: CleChollN ,old ptoduce strung wa\L'-
\Lunl,crlpt rercived ,%pill 1. 1978.
HIV .luthmr, .err with Ihr It adl..,slrncr 1 .Ib•a holy. S1.111l.nd VIII'rt
' 111o. \ Ianlord. (,\ 93105
Fig. 1. Schematic representation if the ISEE. VLI wave injection
experiment 01EM1.
wave interactions (31 , (-t) . In fact, the bull of the data
acquired at gr and stations shows evidence of electrical power
line radiation that propagates in the whistler mode within
the magnetosphere and influences natural wave-particle
interactions.
In general, the power line radiation effects are studied
through the Injection into the magnetosphere by the Siple
Station transmitter of wave structures similar in form to those
typically generated h} electrical power distribution systems.
Since these injected waves produce effects similar to those
produced by power line radiation, a controlled study of power
line radiation effects Is possible.
The basic mode of operation of the wave-injection e\perl-
ment is depicted in Fig. I. VLF signals from the Siple Station
Iransnlitter are radiated Irnm the .1.2-kin  long ;nttenna and
propa gate through the ionosphero. above the :nitemia and into
the magnetosphere. Once in the ntagneto•phere the slgn.11s
foci 1w be Farlh's magnetic-field lines until they approach file
ntagnelic egllatorial plane, at whi c h point they begin to Inter-
act strongly with energetic electrons through gyroresonance.
During the Interaction the injected wave amplitude ntay grow
as much :Is 0 kill',], VI 17 emissions play he produced, and
significant nun11 1 cts of reson.11U energetic electrons are pushed
111111 the Ions cone,	 AIIL'r Ills IIIIMCllurn the Injected w ;Ives,
plus NLInnu1.11Cd enussb IVN tl.i%CI Along the 1101d Imes Wild they
leach the 'onk i q , here chow Roberval, the 0011114 %tatlull curl-
jugate to Siple Station. Al file saute lime the loss cone p.0
licles travel do%%n the magnetic-field line, and prcipilme Into
Ihr atin. l ,phCte LI%cl Siple Station
It is cle.0 Thal there .Ire .I number of import.ult questions
%%111.11 cannot he an,wend u,nlg ground d.11.l .Ilene
OUI y • 1l 41!17N/0 7 0tl•02•1x)U11.75 0 I % r7K 11 IT
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1) Where is the exact location of the interaction region in
which VLF emissions are produced and what is the distribu-
tion of wave amplitude within this region?
2) What is the magnitude of the energetic particle scattering
due to the injected waves and stimulated emissions?
3) What is the relative efficiency of nonducted waves in pro-
ducing emissions?
All of these questions Involve quantities which at our present
state of knowledge can only be measured In situ, by satellites.
Thus an important component of the wave -injection experi-
ment is the measurement by the ISEE satellites of the charac-
teristics of waves and particles in the magnetosphere during
the wave-injection process.
The primary wave measurement device during the ISEE
wave-injection experiments is the Stanford University multi-
channel broad -band (1-32 kHz) VLF receiver. This receiver is
designed to make rapid and accurate frequency and amplitude
measurements of the injected signals as a function of time.
Rapid measurements are necessary since the injected waves
may grow as much as 30 dB during the initial 100 ms of inter-
action. A multichannel receiver is necessary since strong
natural background noise (10-30 dB above Injected signal
levels) is a common feature of the wave spectrum in the 1-10
kHz range and this noise will cause suppression of the injected
signal in single channel receivers employing automatic On
control (AGC). Energetic particle measurements during the
wave-injection experiments will be carried out by the FRM
and WIM experiments.
Wave and particle measurements from the ISEE spacecraft
-hould serve to answer the questions posed above and increase
our understanding of VLF wave -particle interactions in the
magnetosphere.
II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
A. Theory of Instrument Operation
The receiver package contains signal filtering, amplification,
gain control, switching, calibration, and other functions neces-
sary to transfer the I- to 32-kHz signal from the preamplifier
to the analog telemetry system. The system block diagram in
Fig. 2 shows the major receiver functions.
Signals in the I- to 32 -kHz band from the preamplifier (sup-
plied by the University of Iowa) are fed to a parallel bank of
six filters. Five of the filters are broadband octave width f q
-ten and one filter is a narrow-band filter centered at 6 kHz, an
operating frequency of the Siple transmitter. A 20-kHz notch
filter is incorporated into the S. to 16 -kHz and 16• to 32-kHz
bandpass filters to minimize interference arising from the
spacecraft power converter which operates at 20 kHz.
The outputs of the filters are fed into six programmable gain
amplifiers (PGA). The purpose of the variable gain for each
band is to maintain output signal levels within the range
required by the spacecraft telemetry. The signal level is main-
tained below telemetry saturation and above telemetry system
noise levels. The gain of each channel is adjustable in 1046
steps over a 0- to 70-dB range by ground command or by
automatic signal level sensing. When a ground command for
automatic gain is received. the amplitude envelope of signals in
each channel is monitored and the gain adjusted to maintain a
prescribed level. Thds adjustment is made in 10 -dB increments
at intervals of about 5.4 s.
Each signal channel. except for the 6 -kHz channel- drives a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). Normally the output of
each VCO and a housekeeping VCO are summed, and the
resultant signal used to modulate the analog telemetry trans-
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fig. 3.	 External physical characteristics of HENI instrument.
neT
mister.	 When all channels are summed, the transmission of the ,11
VLF data requir es a 500-kHz bandwidth analo g telemetry link. fâ t c'o.
t1w to
aY
However, the output of any signal channel can he turned off
by ground command.	 This allows the telemetry power to be ^ m1nlYn •uv" nnllnn µ1m
concentrated	 on	 a desired	 channel	 for maximum signal-to-
noise ratio. Fig. 4.	 Block diagram of digital command link circuitry.
A relatively narrow-hand VCO is provided to generate an
FSK signal for housekeeping functions. 	 The PGA gain levels,
channel ON/OFF, and AUTO/MAN mode for each channel, T ABLE I
and notch filter ON /OFF and CAL ON; OFF data are trans- GLOSSARY
mitred over this VCO. ADB	 Analog Telemetry one Bit
System calibration signals are generated in the receiver pack- APT	 Analog Telemetry Parallel 	 Transfer
age.	 The amplitude and duration of the CAL signal is suffi- ArB	 Analoy Telemetry Zero Bit
cient	 to cause cacti channel to step from 70- to 0-dB gain CEE	 Command word Clock
over a period of approximately 45 s.	 Pro%ision to inhibit its
operation
	
after	 a	 pres0t	 length of time Is also Incrrporated CDI	 Commend Word Data	 In
into	 the	 source	 as	 a	 safety
	
precaution	 against	 intermittent CEN	 Command word Envelope
operation. CPT	 Command word Parallel	 Transfer
The spacecraft call verity	 that the experiment has received coo	 Digital	 Telemetry Data Cut
th; proper command word through the digital telemetry link DEN	 Digi tal
	Envelope
bet%. • een	 the	 expeiirllent	 and	 spacecraft	 controller.	 Upon
request from the spacecraft, a 32-bit telemetry word will be Dpr	 Digital	 retenet.y Parallel 	 Tra"star
serial shifted from the experiment under spacecraft control. LSB	 Least significant	 Bit
MA	 Most Significant Bit
B. Power, Weight. u,rfl Dimensions
The instrument requires the following power source:
Voltage:	 28-V do . 5 percent The external characteristics of the instrument are depicted in
Current:	 25 mA average, 30 n1,% peak, 250 rnA surge Fig. 3.
(power up)
Average Power: 0.7 W. C. Circuit Description
The t28 -V do source is regulated to supply +24, +18, +12 , I ) Digital Command link. The digital section ul' the I II %I
and +6 V. experiment	 provides gain control	 settings to 6 channels ofVLF amplifiers, outl7ut tununing Control for 6 VLF amplifierIn order to mnuinue power consunlptton, the supply is a
outputs, digital
	
telemetry Information to the spaceci.,lt cum-
totem-pole configuration, puter, analog telemetry	 information to	 the	 ground, known
The weight and dimensions of the Imtn,nnnt are as follows:
"power
	
up" status, calibration function, and interfacing for
Weight.
	 1303 g digital sigrialN he tween the Npaceciaft and experiment. 	 A block
Height:
	 2.75 In diagram	 i l l	 the	 digital	 co"I'Tland	 link	 Circuitry	 is	 shown	 Ill
Length:	 9.02 in (does not include connector protrusions) Fig. 4.	 A fist of abbreviations used in Fig. 4 is contained In
Width:	 7.25 111 (including mounting feet). Table I.
1^
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The digital electronics operates on a synchronous S A4 cycle
with the exception of command word and digital telemetry
•randlsn which are under control of the spaoeewft computer.
The HISM experiment Interfackhg circuit translates up lower
level experiment Input signals to the experiment 12•V do level
ad motes down the experiment output dpals to the
required levels. The input interfacing elements ere ample-
mmantsd by 2NS 116 d4?ETS and 2N2484 trsrsiston, while the
DDO output Una Is stepped down by two 6.240 resistors. A
saner diode clamping circuit is uW for the sipal return.
Six trandators are used for the 3 pain of redundant signals:
namely, CDE, CCL, and CEN. An additional two translate
DEN and the digital telemetry dock.
The 32-bit command word, CDI. is docked by CCL into
a 324ft add to parallel register Implemented with four
CD4034 integrated circuits. At the and of the CEN gets, the
new command ward is parallel laded to the execute registers
merle up by CD4042 and CD4029 integrated circuits. This
boded command word can be read back to the spacecraft
computer through line DDO by activating line DEN along with
the digital telemetry dock.
The Une DEN parallel lads the command word Into four
CD4021 integrated circuits. These ICS are SU parallel in,
serial out, devices. The NRZ output data is interfaced to the
computer.
When a command word is received. the gain control bits will
be laded into the CD4029 UPJDOWN counters, and the
remaining bits into the CD4042 latches; in turn. the command
±ord is loaded . into the analog telemetry shift registers (four
D4021). The command word stored in the CD4029 and
CD4042 set up the state of the experiment.
During each frame. the data loaded in the analog telemetry
register Is formatted and encoded to a 241ne tristate code by
the encoder implemented by one CD4040. two CD4017, and
two CD4013. The 2 tristate lines named AOB and AZB drive
the 12-kHz HK VCO, and they are organized as a 48-bit word
Instead of 32 for purposes of decoding and data verification.
At the beginning of each frame cycle, a double dock pulse is
provided to the gain control logic for the purposes of updating
the gain setting. Whether the CD4029 UP/DOWN counter will
retain, increase, or decrease its 31* bits depends on the state
of the AUTO/MAN bit and the UP/DOWN lines from the PGA
threshold detectors.
Immediately after the pin bits double clock pulse, new
commands will be loaded into the execute registers whenever
there is a new command stored. If not, the information in the
latches stays. and will be transmitted via the analog telemetry
registers.
2) Input AmpllJkr and Bandpan Rater Board. The input
amplifier and bandposs filter board contains the input signal
conditioning amplifier. 20-kHz notch filter and associated
switching circuitry, calibrate signal injection switching. and
6 bandpon filters. The bandpass niters divide the I • to 32-kHz
spectrum into five octave bands. and one 6-kHz narrow-band
grrxnt.
The Input amplifier incorporates four transistors and pro.
vides a voltage gain of approximately 3. (Overall gain includ-
ing tranoformer ton Is about 1 S.) Feedback Is eaabtidwd by
a combination of resistors. The calibration dpd is IqJ
into the emitter of the primary transistor and may be switched
on or off by a CDO16 CMOS quad4ndq pte. Low output
Iampedance, a requirement for driving the bandpass filer array
properly, Is obtained by a complimentary endtter-follower
output stop.
The 64dh narrow4nnd filter and the three lowest octave
frequency band filters (covering 1 through 8 kHz) art driven
directly by the input amplifier. The two higher octave band
ften covering the frequency range 8 through 32 kHz an
driven via the 204dh notch niter and filter switch, two no-
tions of a CD4016 analog pte, ad by an emitter-follower.
The emitter-follower exhibits high Input impedance to mini.
min loading of the 204tItz notch niter, while providing a low
output impedance required to drive do two bandpass fUten.
The notch filter is a second order Chebysiev bandstop niter
with a maximum attenuation of 30 d8 at 20 kHz.
The I- to 2-kHz, 2• to 44cHz. 8• to 164 ft and 16- to
324kHz bandpass filters ere third order Chebyshev octave band
filters with 14B passband ripple. These Stan provide approx.
imately 38 d8 of attenuation a octave above or below the
band edges. The 4• to 84kHz bandposs filter is a fourth order
Cauer parameter filter with 0284E panband ripple. This
fUter provides about 4048 attenuation below 29 kHz and
above 10.9 kHz. The 64cHz narrow bandpass filter is a second
order Chebyshev, 14B panband tipple filter. The measured
14B bandwidth Is 226 Hz, and the 34B bandwidth 377 Hz.
An filter he" transformer-coupled outputs.
S) Ptm? w mamable Gain AnmpVer: The programmable pin
amplifier is a S step switched pin amplifier having a maxi-
mum voltage pin of 96 dB. Gain may be varied in 104B steps
over a 7048 range by means of pin control lines in a 4.2.1
binary coded sequence.
Each stop is comprised of a duabtrandstor differential pair
with emitter-follower output. This type of configuration
provides eymmetrical limiting and rapid recovery range from
signal overloading.
The first stage is a fixed1pin signal conditioning stage pro•
viding a pin of approximately 26 dB. Accounting for the
niter voltage Ion due to impedance transformation ratio, the
actual pin is 1048 pin referring to the fitter input.
Stages two through five are pin programmed by switching
the resistors between the emitters of the differential pair by
means of a CD4066 analog gate. Stages two, three, and four
each have a switched pin of either 0 or 20 dB. Stages two
and three are switched simultaneously by a control line to
provide an overall pin of either 0 or 40 dB. Stage four is
switched to provide a pin of 0 or 20 dD. The fifth step
is switched to provide a pin of 0 or 10 dB.
4) Power Supply and Threshold Detector. The power regula-
tor ac opts unregulated 28 V and provides four regulated
voltages at +6. +12. +18. and +24 V. The + 6. +12, and +18 V
supplies are obtained from voltage followers. which provide
a low output impedance for driving the experiment circuitry.
Increased current drive capability for the +12•V buss is pro•
vided by a complimentary emitte, follower.
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The threshold detectors provide digital output dptab
used to While an increase or decrease In " of the PGA.
The circuit consists of a signal amplitude detector and two
conlparaton.
The detector output ie applied to two comparators. The
output of the upper threshold comparator Is the Compliment
of the command to change amplifier pin downward, and is
normally at a +12-V logic leveh, going to 0 V when the Input
signal level exceeds the upper threshold. The output of the
lower threshold comparator is the compliment of the com•
maod to change amplifier gain upward. It b normally at a
#12-V logic level, changing to 0 V when signal amplitude Is
below the lower threshold.
The upper threshold and lower threshold are estabMed by
a voltage divider network. A small amount of hysteresis U
provided in each comparator.
5) VoltgW.O strolled Omtltator: An army of six VCO's is
Implemented by the integrated circtdt CD4046. The center
frequency of each VCO Is spaced octaveiy starting at 12 kHz,
and the highest center frequency is 364 kHz. With the excep•
tion of the 124kHz VCO (HK VCO), each VCO Is driven by its
corresponding PGA; the frequency deviation is =16.7 percent
of center frequency for aS V referring to the input.
The output of all six VCO's are filtered by their respective
two pole Cheyshev bandpass filters. Harmonic suppression for
these Wars is about 30 dB.
With the exception of the HK VCO. the outputs of all VCO's
can be switched in of out from the output amplifier by five
transmission gates (CD4016). The HK VCO stays on at all
times. Another transmission gate couples the 6-kHz NB chan-
nel to the output amplifier. The lines feeding to the output
amplifier are voltage summed by weighted resistors to scale
the subcarder power distribution.
The output amplifier. Implemented by two 2N2605 and two
2142484 transistors, provides 14411 voltage gain. It has an
output impedance of 100 n. and it is transformer coupled to
Its load.
An L-C type oscillator is chosen for power grid stability
tradeoff: A CMOS Device CD4007 is used for the gain ele-
malt for the Lr oscillator. ACD4040devivegenerateselthe
rshm m frequencies for the VCO% and the 1873401 dock. A
CD4013 device Is used to generate to i JANZ cathrate pulse.
Zan diodes are used to translate the signals from the binary
divider to the pulse generitor.
Ill. SUMMARY
The Stanford University brosd4and VLF receiver on ISEE•A
Is an integral part of site Stanford University VLF wave b*:••
tion experiment being carried out a part of the iSE6 mission.
Data acquired with this instrument will help achieve a better
understanding of dynamical processes In the mapistosphere,
an important portion of the earth's environment.
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1. BACKGROUND
The Heliiwell experiment for the ISEE-A Satellite is a VLF wave injec-
tion experiment with the purpose of determining, under controlled con-
ditions, the basic mechanisms of interaction between energetic particles
and discrete VLF waves in the magnetosphere. The main wave injection
device is the Stanford VLF transmitter presently in operation at Siple
Station in the Antarctic. For the ISEE mission the transmitter will be
used to inject VLF waves throughout the magnetosphere, producing both
VLF emissions and energetic particle pitch-angle scattering. In the
general case the injected signal, as well as any stimulated VLF emis-
sions, will be detested on the ISEE-A satellite by the Heliiwell broad-
band VLF receiver. Information gained from the wave injection experiment
should prove invaluable in increasing the understanding of the basic
physical processes which determine the characteristics of waves and par-
ticles in the magnetosphere, and also in the support of future space
missions. In particular, it should be an invaluable aid in planning
VL. wave injection missions for the Plasma Physics and Environmental
Perturbation Laboratory, which has been established as part of the
shuttle-bus scientific program.
Professor R.A. Helliwell of Stanford University is the Principal Inves-
tigator and Dr. T.F. Bell, also of Stanford University, is the Co-
Investigator.
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2. THEORY OF OPERATION
The receiver package contains signal filtering, amplification, gain
control, switching, calibration, and other functions necessary to trans-
fer the 1- to 32-kHz signal from the preamplifier to the analog tele-
metry system. The system block diagram in Drawing 106013 shows the
major receiver functions.
Signals in the 1- to 32-kHz band from the preamplifier are fed to a
parallel bank of six filters. Five of the filters are broadband octave=
width filters and one filter is a narrow-band filter centered at 6 kHz,
an operating frequency of the Siple transmitter. A 20-kHz notch filter
is incorporated into the 8- to 16-kHz and 16- to 32-kHz bandpass filters
to minimize interference expected from the spacecraft power converter
which operates at 20 kHz.
The outputs of the filters are fed into six amplifiers with variable
gain. The purpose of the variable gain for each band is to maintain
output signal levels within the range required by the spacecraft tele-
metry. The signal level is maintained below telemetry saturation and
above telemetry system noise levels. The gain of each channel is
adjustable in 10-dB steps over a 0- to 7048 range by ground command
or by automatic signal level sensing. When a ground command for auto-
matic gain is received, the amplitude envelope of signals in each chan-
nel is monitored and the gain adjusted to maintain a prescribed level.
This adjustment is made in 1048 increments at intervals of about 5.4
seconds.
Each signal channel, except for the 6-kHz channel, drives a Voltage-
Controlled Oscillator (VCO). Normally the output of each VCO and a
housekeeping VCO are summed, and the resultant signal used to modulate
the analog telemetry transmitter. However, the output of any signal
channel can be turned off by ground command. This allows the telemetry
power to be concentrated on a desired channel for long-distance opera-
tion during apogee. Generally the frequencies of interest decrease with
increasing distance from the earth and the higher frequency VCO's with
-2-
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their attendant wide bandwidths can beturned off to mkintain a useful
t	 signal-to-noise ratio.
A relatively narrow-band VCO is provided to generate an FSK signal for
housekeeping functions. The PGA gain levels, channel ON/OFF, and AUTO/
MAN node for each channel, and notch filter ON/OFF and CAL ON/OFF-data
are transmitted over this VCO.
System calibration signals are generated in the receiver package. Sys-
tem stability is sufficient so that only infrequent calibration is
required. The receiver is calibrated by injecting the harmonics of
1.5 kHz into the input amplifier. Thus each band is excited at least
by a harmonic component during the calibration cycle. The calibration
signal will automatically turn itself off after eight cycles of operation.
Provisions to inhibit its operation after a preset length of time is also
incorporated into the source as a safety precaution against intermittent
operation. The amplitude and duration of the CAL signal is sufficient
to cause each channel to step from 70-dB to 0-dB gain over a period of
approximately 45 seconds.
y.
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3. DIGITAL COMMAND
C	 The Helliwell VLF Experiment requires a 32-bit serial command word
received under spacecraft control asynchronously to the experiment con-
trol logic. The spacecraft may generate more than 32 bits and clock
pulses but the 32-bit word must be contained in the last 32 bits of the
t	 serial stream.
The command word format is listed in Table 1. The tables assumes a 37-
bit clock burst, as defined in ISEE-714-75-005 (May 1975), with Bit 37
(the MSB) the last bit received.
The command word provides gain and mode control for 6 channels of VLF
amplifiers plus control of a calibrate function and a 20-kHz notch fil-
ter.	 The bit functions are as follows:
CH(f) ON/OFF: Determines if the output of the ampli-
fier is summed in the telemetered signal
" 1 " level is ON or summed)
CH M AUTO/MANUAL: Determines if the programmable amplifer
is in an automatic or manual gain con-
; trot mode ("1" level - automatic)
10-, 20-, and 40-dB Bits: The sum determines the gain of the ampli-
fier in the manual mode or the initial
gain in the automatic mode.
CAL: When set, this bit will cause the experi-
ment to go into the Cal mode.
20-kHz Notch Filter ON/OFF: When set, any 20-kHz signals will be
filtered in the 8- to 16-kHz and 16- to
32-kHz channels (Channels 4 and 5).
Verification that the experiment received the command word may be accom-
plished by the digital telemetry link between the spacecraft and experi-
men t.
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TABLE 1
COMMAND WORD FORMAT
BIT NO.	 FUNCTION	 C, HANNEL
1-5	 Unassigned
6 (LSB) CH 1 ON/OFF 1-2 kHz
7 AUTO/MAN
8 10 dB
9 20 dB
10 40 dB
11 CH 2 ON/OFF 2-4 kHz
12 AUTO/MAN
13 10 dB
14 20 dB
15 40 dB
16 CH 3 ON/OFF 4-8 kHz .
17 AUTO/MAN
18 10 dB
19 20 dB
20 40 dB
21 CAL
22 CH 4 ON/OFF 8-16 kHz
23 AUTO/MAN
24 10 dB
25 20 dB
26 40 dB
27 CH 5 ON/OFF 16-32 kHz
28 AUTO/MAN
29 10 dB
30 20 dB
31 40 dB
32 CH 6 ON/OFF 6 kHz NB
33 AUTO/MAN
34 10 dB
35 20 dB
36 40 dB
37 (MSB)	 20 kHz Notch Filter ON/OFF
The spacecraft can verify that the experiment has received the proper
command word thf*ough the digital telemetry link between the experiment
and spacecraft controller. Upon request from the spacecraft, a 32-bit
j	 telemetry word will be serial shifted from the experiment under space-
{	 craft control. The first
,
 bit will be the MSS and correspond to Bit 37
in the command word format. The last bit will be the LSB and corres-
pond to Bit 6 in the command word format.
Since the experiment may not respond to a new command word for up to
5.4 seconds, and dynamic bits may change 5.4 seconds after responding
to a new command, it is only necessary that the static bits be verified
after 5.4 seconds.
All AUTO/MAN, CH ON/OFF and NOTCH ON/OFF bits are static. * The gain con-
trol bits are static only if the AUTO/MAN bit for that channel is set
to MAN.	 The Cal bit is dynamic and should reset approximately 45 seconds
after recognition of a command word.
5.	 ANALOG TELEMETRY
. A 500-kHz analog transmitter is required for the transmission of receiver
' analog data to the ground.	 The signals will be in the frequency range
of 6- to 500-kHz and have a maximum amplitude of 6.8 V p-p.	 Loading on
the transformer output is not to exceed 20 kilohms and 200 pf.
6.	 POWER
The experiment requires the following power source:
Voltage:	 28 Vdc f5%
Current:	 25 mA avg, 30 mA peak, 250 mA surge
(on power up)
Average Power:	 .7 watt
The +28 W c source is regulated to supply +24 V. +18 V, +12 V and +6 V.
In order to minimize power consumption, the supply is a totem pole confi-
guration.
k -5-
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7.	 CABLING AND CONNECTORS
t
'. f r	 The experiment requires two 26-pin NIP ND 22 Connectors.	 Pin assign-
ments are as follows:
SPACECRAFT CONNECTOR
4	 PIN NO. FUNCTION
1 Preamp 2
2 Shield for Pin 1
3 Chassis Ground
4 +28 Vdc
5 +28 Vdc
6 DSI II (data)
7 ASI I
8 Analog Transmitter
f
•	 9 Analog Transmitter
10 Preamp*l
11 N/C
12	 - N/C
13 Circuit Ground
14 +28 V Power Return
15 DSS II (clock)
16 Envelope A
17 Clock A	 a
18 Serial Data A
19 N/C
20 Chassis GND
21 Circuit Ground
22 +28 V Power Return
23 DSG II (envelope)
24 Envelope B
25 Clock B
26 Serial Data B
-6-
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TEST CONNECTOR
(to OSE) -
^ PIN _NQ•,____ -- 1-
26 ACL Nl
18 ACL 02
i AOB
24 AZB
20 ADO 01
22 OAT
25 COI
10 CCL
S. DDO
19 OCL
23 CEN
8 +12 V
9 0 
S. MECHANICAL INTERFACE
See Drawing 3-105934 for dimensions for the . experiment housing.
The overall dimensions are as follows:
Weight:
	
1303 grams
Height:
	
2.75 inches
Length:	 9.02 inches (does not include connector
protrusions)
Width:	 7.25 inches (including mounting feet).
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9. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
9.1 DIGITAL COMMAND LINK
9.1.1 Introduction
The purpose of the digital section of the HEM experiment is to provide
the following functions:
A. Gain control settings to six channels of VLF amplifiers
B. Output summing control for 6 VLF amplifier outputs
C. Digital telemetry information to the spacecraft computer
D. Analog telemetry information to the ground
E. Known "power up" status
F. Calibration function
G. Interfacing digital signals between the spacecraft and experiment.
9.1.2 Glossary
A list of abbreviations used in both the experiment and GSE digital
circuitry is contained in Table 2 of this manual.
9.1.3 Description of Operation
The digital electronics operates on a synchronous 5.4-second cycle
with the exception of command word and digital telemetry transfers
which are under control of the spacecraft computer.
The HEM experiment interfacing circuit translates up lower level
experiment input signals to the experiment 12-Vdc level and trans-
lates down the experiment output signals to the required levels. The
input interfacing elements are implemented by CH5116 J-Fets and 2N2484
transistors, while the DDO output line is stepped down by two 6.2-K
resistors. The zener diode clamping circuit is used for the signal
return. Six of the translators are used for the 3 pairs of redundant
signals: namely, CDI, CCL, and CE". The remaining two translates DEN
and DCL.
I	 -	
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DIGITAL COMMAND LINK
ITABLE
GLOSSARY
ACL	 Analog Telemetry Clock 	 RDN	 Redundancy
ADI	 Analog Telemetry Data In	 TST	 Test
ADO	 Analog Telemetry Data Out
AGA	 Amplifier Gain - A Bit (10 dB)
AGB	 Amplifier gain - B Bit (ZO dB)
AGC	 Amplifier Gain - C Bit (40 dB)
AOB	 Analog Telemetry One Bit
AOC	 Amplifier ON/OFF Control
ASI	 Power Monitor
AT	 Analog Telemetry
AZB	 Analog Telemetry Zero Bit
CCD	 Counter Count Down
CCL
	 Command Word Clock
CCU
	
Counter Count Up
CDI	 Command Word Data In
CDO	 Command Word Data Out
CEN	 Command Word Envelope
CPJ
	
Command Word Parallel Jam
CPT	 Command Word Parallel Transfer
CST	 Command Word Serial Transfer
CW	 Command Word
DCL	 Digital Telemetry Clock
DDI	 Digital Telemetry Data In
DDO	 Digital Telemetry Data Out
DEN	 Digital Envelope
DPT	 Digital Telemetry Parallel Transfer
DT	 Digital Telemetry
FOB	 Frequency Demodulated One Bit
ESY	 Frame Sync
FZB	 Frequency Demodulated Zero Bit
MCL	 Monitor Data Clock
MDI	 Monitor Data In
MPT	 Monitor Data Parallel Transfer
MSY	 Marker Sync
i
CDI, the 32-bit commend word, is clocked by CCL into a 32-bit serial
to parallel register implemented with four CD4034. At the and of
the CEN gate, the new commend word is parallel loaded to the execute
registers made up by 004042 and CD4029. This loaded commend word
can be read back to the spacecraft computer through line DOD by acti-
vating lines OCL and DEN.
ON parallel loads the command word into four 004021, eight-bit
parallel in serial out device, while DCL clocks the word out. NIZ
output data is interfaced to the computer.
The format of the command word is listed in Table 1. Note that the
first 6 bits have no significa-ice, and only the last 32 bits are
active. The command word consists of (1) 3 bits of gain setting to
each of the six programmable gain amplifiers (PGA), (2) six bits to
set each of the PGA in either auto (automatic gain control) or manual
(fixed gain) mode, and (3) another 6 bits set each of the VCO outputs -
to determine whether the outputs of Channels 1-5 and the NB channel
should sum into the TLM output amplifier; these bits are termed
"CH ON/OFF". The remaining two bits are termed CAL (calibrate) and
notch ON/OFF (20 kHz notch filter ON/OFF).
When a command word is received, the gain control bits will be loaded
into the CD4029 up/down counters, and the remaining bits into the
CD4042 latches; in turn, the command word is loaded into the analog
telemetry shift registers (four CD4021). The command word stored in
the CD4029 and 004042 set up the state of the experiment.
During each frame, the data loaded in the analog telemetry register
will be formatted and encoded to a 2-line tristate code by the ender
implemented by one CD4040, two CD4017, and two CD4013. The 2 tristate
lines named A06 and AZB drive the 12-kHz HK VCO, and they are organized
as a 48-bit word instead of 32 for purposes of decoding and data veri-
fication. The analog telemetry word format is shown in Table 3.
w
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TABLE 3
ANALOG TELENETRV WORD FORMAT
CH i ON/OFF
AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
No code
ql 2
/FNAN
100
20 dB
40 dB
No code
CH 3 ON/OFF
. .
1AUUT0O/
200
40 dB
No code
Calibrate
No function
No function	
^sNo function
No function
No code
CH 4 ON/OFF
AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
No code
CH 5 Ott/OFF
AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
No code
iF
T NO.
i
2
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
S.
6'
2
3
4
WORD.5o..
1
5
6
2
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
WORD NO.
7
FUNCTION
CH 6'ON/OFF
AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
No code
BIT NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
f
TABLE
r
	 r
	 (Continued)
F	 1	 Notch Filter ON/OFF
2
	 No function
3	 No function
4	 No function
No function
6	 No code (remains until next
transmission)
f
At the beginning of each frame cycle, a double clock pulse is provided
to the gain control logic for the purposes of updating the gain set-
ting. Whether the CD4029 up/down counter will retain, increase, or
decrease its 3-gain bits depends on the state of the AUTO/MAN bit
and the UP/DOWN lines from the PGA threshold detectors.
Immediately after the gain bits double clock pulse, new commands
will be loaded into the execute registers whenever there is a new
command stored. If not, the information in the latches stays, and
will be transmitted via the analog telemetry registers. When the
experiment is turned on, the power-up logic will - by means of jamming
the command register - set all PGA's to its maximum gain at auto mode;
sum all VCO outputs to the output amplifier; turn the 20-kHz notch
filter and the calibration generator on. Since the PGA is in auto
mode, and the calibration pulse in full amplitude, the PGA will step
down 10-dB gain on every frame cycle. At the end of .8 ;Frame cycles,
the PGA will have stepped to its minimum gain; then the CAL function
will turn off by itself, and the PGA will start stepping up in gain.
The CAL function can be commanded on or off at any time and it also
C	 turns itself off after 8 frame cycles without command.
9.2 INPUT AMPLIFIER AND BANDPASS FILTER BOARD
The schematic of the input amplifier and bandpass filter board is shown
in Drawing D6-105937. The board contains the input signal conditioning
amplifier, 20-kHz notch filter and associated switching circuitry, cali-
brate signal injection switching, and six bandpass filters. The band-
pass filters divide the 1- to 32-kHz spectrum into five octave bands,
and one 6-kHz narrow-band segment.
The input amplifier consists of transistors Q1 through Q4, and provides
a voltage gain of approximately 3. (Overall gain including the trans-
formation loss of Transformer T1 is about 1.5.) Feedback is established
by R7 and the parallel combinations of R6 and R3. A calibration signal
is injected into the emitter of Ql via the network formed by R3, R20,
and C78. The calibration signal may be switched on or off by a section
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of the Analog Switch U1 (a CD4016 CMOS quad-analog gate). Low output
impedance, a requirement for driving the bandpass filters array properly,
is obtained by the complimentary emitter follower output stage formed
by Q3 and Q4.
The 6-kHz narrow-band filter and the three lowest octave frequency band
filters (covering 1 through 8 kHz) are driven directly by the input ampli-
fier. The two higher octave band filters covering the frequency range
8 kHz through 32 kHz are driven via the 20 -kHz notch filter and filter
switch, two sections of a CD4016 analog gate, by emitter follower Q7.
The emitter follower exhibits high input impedance to minimize loading
of the 20 -kHz notch filter, while providing a low output impedance
required to drive the two bandpass filters. The notch filter is a
second order Tchebychev bandstop filter with a maximum attenuation of
30 dB at 20 kHz.
The 1- to 2-kHz, 2- to 4 -kHz, 8- to 16-kHz, and 16- to 32-kHz bandpass
filters are third order Tchebychev octave band filters with 1-dB pass-
band ripple. These filters provide approximately 38 dB of attenuation
an octave above or below the band edges. The 4- to 8 -kHz bandpass fil-
ter is a fourth order Cauer parameter filter with 0.28-dB passband -
ripple. This filter provides about 40-dB attenuation below 2.9 kHz
and above 10.9 kHz. The 6-kHz narrow bandpass filter is a second order
Tchebychev, 1-dB passband ripple filter. The measured 1-dB bandwidth
is 226 Hz, and the 3-dB bandwidth 377 Hz. All filters have transformer-
,	 coupled outputs.
9.3 PROGRAMMABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER
The schematic of the programmable gain amplifier is shown in Drawing
D6-105929. The programmable gain amplifier is a five-stage switched
gain amplifier having a maximum voltage gain of 96 dB. Gain may be
varied in 10-dB steps over a 70-dB range by means of the gain control
lines AGA, AGB, and AGC in a 4-2-1 binary coded sequence.
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Each stage is comprised of a dual-transistor differential pair with
emitter follower output. This type of configuration provides symmetrical
limiting and rapid recovery from large signal overloading.
The first stage is a fixed-gain signal conditioning stage providing a
gain of approximately 26 dB. Accounting for the filter voltage loss
due to impedance transformation ratio, the actual gain is 10 dB gain
referring to the filter input (on the input amplifier and bandpass
filter board).
Stages two through five are gain programmed by switching the resistors
between the emitters of the differential pair by means of a Cn4066 ana-
log gate. Stages two, three, and four each have a switched gain of
either 0 dB or 20 dB. Stages two and three are switched simultaneously
by control line AGC to provide an overall gain of either 0 dB or 40 dB.
Stage four is switched by line AGB to provide a gain of 0 dB or 20 dB.
The fifth stage is switched by line AGA to provide a gain of 0 dB or
	
_	 10 dB.
9.4 POWER SUPPLY AND THRESHOLD DETECTOR
The schematic for the power supply and threshold detector is shown in
Drawing D6-105899.
The power regulator accepts unregulated 28 volts and provides four regu-
lated voltages at +6 V, +12 V, +18 V, and +24 V. The regulator is com-
prised of Q3, Q4, and Reference Diode CR9. Error feedback is obtained
from R65.
The +6, +12, and +18 volt supply voltages are obtained from voltage
followers Al2, A13, and A14. Output voltages are obtained from the
divider string R65, R67, R68 and R69. These voltages are applied to
the noninverting input terminals of Al2, A13, and AM The voltage
followers provide a low output impedance for driving the experiment
circuitry. Increased current drive capability for the +12-V buss is
	
I	 provided by the complimentary emitter follower, Q5 and Q6.
_f
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The threshold detectors provide digital output signals used to initiate
an increase or decrease in gain of the programmable gain amplifier.
The circuit consists of a signal amplitude detector and two comparators.
The detector consists of Transistor Q9, Diodes CRIO, CRII, and CR12, and
associated circuitry. The detector function is performed by CR12 and
Q9. CR10 and CR11 are temperature compensating diodes which compensate
for the drift in forward voltage drop of CR12 and the base-emitter junc-
tion of Q9. The detector time constant is established by the low-pass
filter formed by R87 and C64, and is approximately 1.5 seconds.
The detector output is applied to two comparators. Qll and Q8 with
associated circuitry comprise the upper threshold comparator, and Q10
with Q7 form the lower threshold comparator. The output of the upper
threshold comparator, CAD, is the compliment of the command to change
amplifier gain downward, and is normally at a +12-V logic level, going
to zero volts when the input signal level exceeds the upper threshold.
The output of the lower threshold-comparator, CCU, is the compliment
of the command to change amplifier gain upward. It is normally at a
+12 V logic level, changing to zero volts when signal amplitude is
below the lower threshold.	 -
The upper threshold is established by the voltage divider network
formed by R78 and R81. The lower threshold voltage divider network is
R79 and R80. A small amount of hysteresis is provided in each compara-
tor by R82 and R72.
t
9.5 VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
The schematic for the voltage controlled oscillator is shown in Drawing
D6-105930.
An array of six Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO's) is implemented
by CD4046. The center frequency of each VCO is spaced octaveiy starting
at 12 kHz, and the highest center frequency is 384 kHz. With the excep-
tion of the 12-kHz VCO, which is also called HK VCO, each VCO is driven
by its corresponding PGA; the frequency deviation is ±16.71 of center
frequency for ±5 V refering to the input.
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The transmission mode for the HK VCO is FSK. The encoded lines AOB and
AZB are level translated by two zener diodes. Another zener diode trans-
lates the FSY line which is the auto-zero gating line for the HK VCO.
The output of all six VCO's are filtered by their respective two-pole
Tchebychev bandpass filters.
Harmonic suppression for the above filters is about 30 dB.
With the exception of the HK VCO, the outputs of all VCO's can be
switched in or.out from the output amplifier by five transmission gates
(CD4016). The HK VCO stays on at all times. Another transmission gate
couples to 6 kHz NB to the output amplifier. The lines feeding to the
output amplifier are voltage summed by weighted resistors to scale the
subcarrier power distribution. The analog switches are controlled by
Command Bits AOC1 to AOC6.
The output amplifier, implemented by two 2N2605 and two 2N2484 transis-
tors, provides 14-dB voltage gain. It has an output impedance of 100
ohms, and it is transformer coupled to its load.
An L-C type oscillator is chosen for power and stability trade-off.
CMOS Device CD4007 is used for the gain element for the L-C oscillator.
CD4040 generates all the reference frequencies for the VCO's and the
187.5-Hz clock. A CD4013 is used to generate the 1.5 kHz calibrate
pulse. Again, zener diodes are used to translate the signals from
the binary divider to the pulse generator.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the Ground Support E q uipment (GSE:) used to test
1	 the Helliwell VLF have Experiment spacecraft electronics.
The GSE will permit prelaunch operations, testing and telemetry data
convers'on for the VLF receiver unit. The CSE is capable of providing
the following:
A. Power and power switching to operate the receiving system.
B. Cowond logic compatible ►-Jth the spacecraft command word to operate
all receiver command functions.
C. Test signals for the receiver.
D. Discriminators and a decoder as required to process the telemetered
data, with a metered output, for recording the 1-32 kHz spectral
response information.
E. Protective circuitry to prevent spacecraft receiver system damage
due to GSE malfunctions such as overvolta ge and grounding.
The GSE is po.,ered by 115 volts at 60 hertz with a third ground wire
2nd three-prong po%•;er plu,. 	 It is housed in a rugged portable case
with a removable cover for protection of the controls, indicators, and
connectors. The front panel for the GSF is sho%-:n in Figure 1. The
front panel controls and indicators are described in Table 1.
The GSE is basically composed to two sectiens: a digital section and
an analog section.
Three r.:odular type power- su pplies are used for the GSE: one 6 volt, one
12 volt, ar,.; ., ne 28 volt.	 The 23-volt po , xr supply is also used to
po::er the HEM VLF receiver.
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TABLE 1
(	 FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
DATA CONVERTER/SPACECRAFT SIMULATOR
FIG
1
REF	 DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION
1	 FSY	 (frame sync) LED indicator.	 During monitoring of
analog telemetry data	 it indicates
frame sync	 after	 receiving a complete
telemetry message successfully. 	 Tele-
metry data is updated when the FSY turns
on.
2	 MSY	 (marker sync) LED indicator.	 During monitoring of
analog telemetry data	 it indicates	 the
8 MSY bits in each of 8 6-bit words.
3	 NOTCH ON LED	 indicator.	 The 44th b,it in	 the
telemetry message. 	 When the LED is on,
the 20 kHz notch	 filter is on.
4	 CAL LED indicator.	 The 21st bit	 in	 the
telemetry message.	 When the LED is on,
the experiment is in the Calibrate mode.
5	 AUTO GAIN LED indicators,	 one	 for each of six chan-
nels.
	
Illuminated	 LED
	 indicates	 that
channel	 is	 in the automatic gain mode.
6	 ON LED indicators, 	 one for each of six
channels.	 Illuminated LED	 indicates
that output is summed into the Analog
Telerietry	 link.
7	 TELEMETRY FIORD	 (gain Single-digit	 display,	 one	 for each	 of 6
setting display) channels.	 Indicates	 the amplifier	 gain
setting	 is dBxlO in a	 ranee of 0-7x10 dB.
8	 DISPLAY 3-position switch.	 Selects one of	 3
words
	
to be displayed on the Telemetry
Data	 display.
C'a Displays
	
the command word as seen by the
experiirent's
	
command word register.
G Displays	 the	 Digital	 Tel eretry '.lord as
transmitted by the Digital 	 Teler^etry
register of the experiment.
AT Displays Analog Telemetry Cata from the
Avalon Teler,etry register.	 The
	 fora the
data	 is	 in %-hen	 c onitored ;kill	 be	 function
of	 the Analog	 Forr; switch.
MTABLE 1
(CONTINULD)
FIG
1
REF	 DESIGNATION
	 nrrrnrnTyn•.t
9	 ANALOG TELEMETRY FORJ1	 3-position switch. When the DISPLAY
switch is in the AT position, this
switch selects the point at which data
is monitored.
hRZ Monitors the "Non-Return-to-Zero" 	 data
from the output of the Analog Telemetry
Register.
CODED Monitors
	
the	 'ata in digital	 form after
it	 has	 been	 e^;	 eC^.i.
MOD Monitors data from the analog demodulator
as would be done in flight.
10	 XMIT	 C 1.1 Momentary pushbutton.	 When pressed,	 the
Command Word set on the front panel will
be transmitted to the experiment.
11	 Digital	 Signal
	 Monitor BNC test points for troubleshooting.	 The
signals are only time and 	 "1"	 and	 "0"
level	 relative and are not absolute level
relative
	
signals.
OB Monitors
	 the "l" coded bit from either
the derr,odulated or coded signal
	 depending
on	 the position of the AT Form switch 	 [9].
ZB Monitors	 the "0" coded bit under the same
conditions	 at 03.
MCL Monitors the CCL, DCL or ACL depending on
the
	
position 01' switch	 [8].
M,DI Monitors
	
the serial	 data CDI,	 D"O,	 or
decoded ADO as determined by switch [8].
MPT Monitors the CEN, DPT or ESY depending
on	 the position of switch	 [8].
12	 GA I;; Thuwhwheel	 switch,	 one for each of six
chinnels.
	 Sets	 the	 gain bits	 in	 the
coc;rrand %;ord	 for	 the	 respective channels.
Represent;
	
gain	 in	 dBx10.
^a
TALBE 1
(CONTINUED)
C
FIG
1
REF DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION
13 AUT0/J•1ANUAL 2-position toggle switches, one for each
of six channels.
	 Sets	 the state of	 th.,
auto/manual	 bit in the command word for
the	 respective channels.
AUTO The gain of the channel will be deter-
mined internal	 to the experiment.
MANUAL The gain vii 11	 be sot to the setting	 in
the ap p ropriate thumbviheel 	 switch.
14 CHANNEL ON/OFF 2-position	 toggle	 s ,.-!itch,
	
one
	
for each
of 6 channels.	 Sets	 the state of the
on/off bit in the command word for the
appropriate channel.
ON The output of the channel 	 is summed in
the Analog Telemetry signal.
Of- F The channel	 functions but its output is
riot summed	 into	 the	 telemetry signal.
15 CAL ON/OFF 2-position	 toggle switch.
	 Set the CAL
bit in the command word.
16 NOTCH 0I/OFF 2-position	 toggle switch.	 Sets
	
the
20	 kliz notch
	 filter on/off bit ;n
	 the
command word.
17 RON ON/OFF 2-position	 toggle switch.
	 Determines	 if
the command word will	 be transmitted
redundantly.
13 LINE	 112 2-position	 toggle switch.	 Selects which
pair of redundant
	
lines
	
the signal	 will
be	 transmitted over when the RON sari tch
is	 in	 the OFF	 position.
19 INPUT MONITOR 8-position switch select.	 ^ny one or all
input subcarriers	 for	 the scaled peal;
detector Teter.	 B JC	 is connected
	 in
par,rllel	 for external	 r:onitor.
T LM Monitors
	 the	 su-n of	 all	 subcarriers
394 I'oni tors
	 the
	
subcarrier with
	 f c) -	 391
	 kilz
TABLE 1
(CONTINUED)
FIG
1
REF
20
21
DESIGNATION DES
192 Monitors the subcarrier with 	 fo = 192	 kHz
96 Monitors the	 subcarrier t•ri th	 fo	 =	 96	 kHz
48 Monitors the subcarrier with fo =	 48 kHz
24 Monitors the subcarrier with f o =	 24 kHz
12 Monitors the subcarrier with	 fo =	 12 kHz
(housekeeping)
NB Monitors the 5 kHz narrowband incom,inn
rsignal.
OUTPUT M,0NITOR h-position switch selects any one or all
output signals for the scales: peak	 detec-
tor meter. BNC	 is	 connected	 in	 parallel
for external monitor or measurement.
32 Monitors the	 16-32	 kllz	 signal	 channel
16 Monitors the 8-16 kHz signal	 channel
8 Monitors the	 4-f', IJ17	 signal	 channel
4 f'oni tors the	 2-4	 I.Ilz	 signal	 channel
2 Monitors the	 1-2 kHz signal	 channel
DIU Monitors the divid '-d HK subcarrier	 signal
HK Monitors the	 trilevel	 housekeeping data
SUM Ionitors the summed signals
ANALOG BNC f•IO'IITOR B",C	 test points	 for troubleshooting
T1.1•1 The	 incoming	 suhcarriers at	 the	 to l  fer
output
HK Trilevel housekeeping data
SYN The output
	
signal	 of	 the sui%ning ar. • p 1 i-
fier
CLK 96 0z
J^
TABLE 1
(CONTINUED)
FIG
DESCRIPTION
Indicates which carrier frequencies
have been detected
3-position switch
Channel is turned on
Channel is turned on if carrier is
detected
Channel is turned off
I-'onitors same information as described
in Reference 20
1
	
REF	 DESIGNATION
	
22	 CARRIER INFORMATION
CARRIER INDICATORS
AMPLIFIER SWITCHES
•	 0.J
AUTO
OFF
CARRIER MONITORS
C
c
w^Ei
2. ANALOG SECTION
A block diagram of the data converter is shown in Drawing 7-105945.
The incoming signal is transformer coupled to the buffer amplifier.
The buffer amplifier has a gain of 14 dB, giving an overall gain of
7 A referred to the input of the isolation transformer. The output
of the buffer amplifier drives an array of six frequency discriminators,
and a 6-kHz narrowband 2-pole filter.
Each discriminator board contains an input bandpass filter, a buffer
stage immediately following the bandpass filter for subcarrier monitoring,
a phase-locked-loop discriminator, a low pass filter and a highpass filter.
The high pass filter for the HK discriminator is deleted, since it has
little effect in the performance in the circuit. A phase-locked-loop
type discriminator is used because it is compatible to the , VCO type
used in the Helliwell receiver; hence, linearity improves. In addition,
this type of discriminator provides carrier phase detection.
An array of seven analog switches is used to connect the outputs of the
r	 analog discriminators, the divided HK subcarrier, and the 6-kHz narrow-
band input to the current summing output amplifier. The analog switch
used for the 6-kHz narrowband input is always on; the other switches are
gated by their respective channel carrier detectors. Provision to over-
ride the carrier detect gate is also incorporated.
The discriminated tristate data from the HK discriminator is fed to
Detector Board 105944 along with the HK subcarrier. The tristate data
is converted to 2-line code with CMOS logic level for the HK decoder.
The HK subcarrier is divided down 20 times and then fed to the summing
amplifier; the HK subcarrier synthesizes the 96-kHz VCO so that the fre-
quency of the master oscillator inside the HEM receiver can be monitored.
Two meter circuits are included in the HEM GSE to provide a fast func-
tional check of the HEM receiver.
-2-
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One meter circuit is a peak- detection type and it is used to monitor
the telemetry and subcarrier signal. The other motor circuit is a
true-RMS type and it monitors the discriminated signals and the summing
output.
Functions 19 to 22-of Table I (front panel controls and indicators) des-
cribe the operation and testing capabilities of the analog section.
-3-
.	 3. DIGITAL. SECTION
c
The purpose of the digital section of the GSE is to.provide the follow-
ing functions (refer to Figure 4 for a block diagram of the digital
section):
A. Spacecraft signal simulation and controls to demonstrate that the
experiment functions properly and reliably during the bench test
prior to spacecraft integration.
B. Selectable monitoring of key points for display in the digital
electronic circuits during spacecraft integration for the purpose
of general troubleshooting. The monitoring points include:
(a) Command Word transmitted by the spacecraft computer, (b) Digital
Telemetry Word transmitted to the computer, and (c) Analog Telemetry
`	 Word at 3 points in the coding and decoding process.
A list of abbreviations used in both the experiment and GSE digital cir-
cuitry is contained in Table 2. Functions 1 through 18 of Table 1 (front
panel controls and indicators) basically describe the operation and
testing capabilities of the digital section.
3.1 CONNECTORS
Two connectors are provided on the GSE for use during spacecraft inte-
gration and/or bench test prior to integration: the Test Monitor con-
nector and the Spacecraft Simulator connector. When the Spacecraft
Simulator cable is connected during bench test, the Analog Telemetry
Data (ADO) will be monitored from the spacecraft connector. During
spacecraft integration, this connector will not be used and ADO will
be monitored via the test connector. When the test connector cable is
connected, the front panel selector switches are enabled and Telemetry
Data may be monitored as selected. After completion of integration,
the GSE may be used as a data monitoring unit.
-4-
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TABLE.?
i
GLOSSARY
ACL Analog Telemetry Clock 	 RON	 Redundancy
ADI Analog Telemetry Data In 	 TST	 Test
C ADO Analog Telemetry Data Out
AGA Amplifier Gain - A Bit (10 dB)
AGS Amplifier Gain - B Bit (20 d6)
AGC Amplifier Gain - C Bit (40 dB)
C AOB Analog Telemetry One Bit
AOC Amplifier ON/OFF Control
ASI Power Monitor
AT Analog Telemetry
r
AZB Analog Telemetry Zero Bit	 -
1
CCD !punter Count Down
CCL Command Word Clock
CCU Counter Count Up
`
l
CDI Command Word Data In
E CDO Command Word Data Out
CEN Command Word Envelope
i
CPJ Command Word Parallel Jam
CPT Command Word Parallel Transfer
r
CST Command Word Serial Transfer
CW Command Word
DCL Digital Telemetry Clock
DDI Digital Telemetry Data In
DDO Digital Telemetry Data Out
DEN Digital Envelope
DPr Digital Telemetry Parallel Transfer
DT Digital Telemetry
FOB Frequency Demodulated One Bit
ESY Frame Sync
FZB Frequency Demodulated Zero Bit
MCL Monitor Data Clock
k MDI Monitor Data In
r MPT Monitor Data Parallel Transfer
MSY Marker Sync
F
3.2 CONNECTOR INTERFACE
Ci All test connector signals (including common) are terminated with
series 1-kilohm resistor at the experiment. The signals are diode
blocked and returned through 100 kilohm resistors at the GSE. Ref
to Figure 2.
f
The experiment/GSE interface is designed to meet the requirements
ISEE-733-74-001, Revision B. Refer to Figure 3.
C
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f	 4. ANALOG CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The following describes the analog circuits in the CS E. Refer to
Drawing 105945 for a complete block diagram of all the analog circuits.`
Drawing 106948 is the backplane interconnect wiring for all the boards
and the front panel connectors.
4.1 INPUT BUFFER - Drawing 6-105940 (Board 1)
Transformer T1 couples the incoming TLM signal to Amplifier U1. Ampli-
fier U1 has a gain of 14 dB, giving an overall gain of 7 dB including
the 7-dB loss of the transformer. The maximum input level without
suffering severe distortions is 7 volts peak to peak. The output is
ac coupled to the discriminators through Pin 2. named BFR, and do
j	 coupled to the 64Nz filter. Two resistors attenuate the BFR signal
which is then fed to Pin 1 for monitoring purposes.
The 6-kHz filter has a bandwidth of 1 kHz, and an insertion loss of
6 dB; it is buffered by device U2 and then brought out to three places,
t	 TPB, RD8 and NB out. 100-ohm isolation resistors are used at the out-,
put of U2.
The remaining circuitry on Board 1 includes U3 and Q1. The function
`	 of this circuitry is to generate two reference voltages. One of the
voltages is 6 volts and named Sig Com, while the other one is 6-7 volts
and named Vi.
-6-
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,f 4.2 DISCRIMINATOR - Drawing 6-105942 (Boards 2-6)Board 2 to Board 6 are the discriminator boards, and they share a
common schematic since their circuitry configuration is identical.
The main difference among the discriminator boards is their center
frequencies which are spaced an octave apart starting at 24 kHz.
C
Each discriminator board has a three-pole, 1-dB ripple, Tchebychev
bandpass input. This filter has a bandwidth of one-fourth of its cen-
ter frequency and an insertion loss of 6 dB. Transistor 2N2484 buffers
the filter for monitoring purposes at Pin 4. The buffered output from
the 2N2484 is also capacitor coupled to limiter 1A. lA is a CA3080
having a gain of 40 dB. A small hysteresis is also included for 1A.
2A is a CD4046 CMOS phase lock loop device. This device has two phase
comparators and one voltage controlled oscillator. Capacitor Co and
the combination resistance of R1 and R2 set up the free running fre-
quency of the VCO. The output of the VCO is tied to one input of
phase comparator No. 1, while the remaining input receives the in-
coming signal from the Limiter IA. The output voltage of phase com-
parator 1 is integrated by D10 then fed back to the VCO. With this
closed-loop configuration, comparator 1 wt11 force the VCO to phase
track the incoming signal, giving a conversion gain of 6 V/fc. Fur-
ther description of this PLL can be found in RCA Application.Note
No. ICAN-6101.
L	 Phase Comparator 2 is used for carrier detection. When the VCO is
phase locked to the incoming signal, the output of phase comparator
2 will be a 75% duty cycle pulse; if not, its output will have an
average duty cycle of 50 01f. Voltage comparator 3A. CA3080. detects
the average output voltage of phase comparator 2. The output of 3A
will become true, whenever the duty cycle of phase comparator 2 output
exceedes 65%. The output of 3A is isolated by two 30 K resistors and
brought out at Pin 12 and 13 to drive a front panel mounted LED and
the analog switch for the summing amplifier on Board 8.
-7-
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^► 	 Post filtering for the PLL discriminator is perforned by op -amps 4A
and SA (CA3094). 4A is -configured as a 3-pole, 1-dS ripple, Tcbeby-c	
chev lorr peas filter, wile 64 is mfpgw%d as a i-pole. 1-0 ripple,
t Tchekychev high pass. The drive capacity of the CA3094 is high enough
to drive a 60-ohm load with 10 dB loss. The output of SA is brought
I= to Pins 16, 17 9 and 18 through 100-Man resistors for the summing
amplifier and the monitor circuitry.
`	 4.3 HK DISCRIMINATOR - Drawing 6-105941 (Board 7)
C	 The housekeeping discriminator is very similar to the other five dis-
criminators with the following differences: the center frequency of
the HK discriminator is 12 kHz; the bandwidth of the input 3-pole fil-
ter is 4 kHz, that is, one-third of center frequency.
The low pass filter is a 3-pole Bessel filter with the cut-off fre-
quency at 40 Hz. The high pass filter is not used in the HK discrimi-
tator because do information is required by the following detector
board 0-105944, Board 9).
M
4.4 SUMMING AMPLIFIER - Drawing 6-105939 (Board 8)
U3, a CA3100, is the current summing amplifier. Current ' summing was
chosen instead of voltage summing because current summing provides a
better approximation of the received signal.
The supply voltage of U3 is 28 volts and 0 V to provide higher output
level for the current summing. The 12-volt supply establishes the
bias voltage for U3.
U1 and U2 are M4066 analog gates. With the exception of the gate that
is used for the 6-kHz NB channel, all gate controls are pulled dorm to
VSs with a 1 megohm resistor; that is, all channels are normally off
except for the NB channel which is always on.
-8-
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4.5 DETECTOR - Drawing 6-105944 (Board 9)
The detector circuitry receives the discriminated HK signal through
Pin 14. U1 is the positive peak buffer amplifier while U2 is the
negative peak buffer amplifier for the inning HK signal. Two 51 K
resistors and one 100 K resistor establish the reference voltage for
U3 and U4, upper and lower threshold voltage comparators. The output
of U3 will became true if the incoming signal voltage is greater than
75% of its taxi mum-to-mini mum value. while U4 will become true when
the signal is less than 25%. Two sections of U6, CD4066 9 are used to
reduce the leakage current of the detector diodes (1N270) by feeding
back the compared outputs as the gating signals. U14 (C04030) buffers
the compared outputs, and two 6.8 K isolation resistors connect than
to Pins 12 and 13.
For summing purposes, the 12-kHz HK subcarrier is divided down to
600 Hz so that it will not interfere with the data signal. One CD4029,
U7. and half a CD4013 9 U8 9 is used as the divider chain. The divided
signal is filtered by a 3-pole Tchebychev. 1-d8 ripple, low pass filter
after a 31-dB attenuator pad. This low pass filter, having a cut-off
frequency of 750 Hz, is implemented by a CA3094. U5, and its output is
brought to Pins 16, 17 and 18 through 100 ohm isolation resistors. The
harmonic level is at least 40 dB down referred to the data channels.
The generated 600 Hz is also used to clock the 213 ms digital one
shot, implemented by U10, Ull, and one-half of U8, while another sec-
tion of U14 resets it on either a "ONE" or "ZERO" code. This one shot
has a delay of 138 clock periods; and, since it is reset by either a
"ONE" or "ZERO" code, it can fire only once during the frame sync (FSY -
refer to Table 1 for FSY definition). The output of this digital one
shot controls the analog switch, U6, which gates the servo loop of the
96-kHz synthesized clock.
The 96-kHz synthesized clock is built by U9, and U12. U12 is configured
as a divide-by-eight counter. V9 contains a phase comparator and a
E	 voltage controlled oscillator. A 50 kn variable resistor finely adjusts
r
C
the center frequency of the VCO. The phase comparator produces an
error voltage proportional to the phase difference between the 12-kHz
f
	
	
HK subcarrier and the divided 96 kHz. During the frame sync of each
data cycle, the VCO is allowed to phase lock to the HK subcarrier
which is locked to the master oscillator in the HEM receiver.
C	 4.6 METER AMPLIFIER - 6-105943 (Board 10)
The meter amplifier board contains two meter circuits; one monitors
the subcarriers and the other one monitors the discriminated signals.
Both the input monitor and the output monitor meters are panel mounted
and zero centered.
The input monitor switch selects any one subcarrier signal or the TLM
signal and feeds it to the buffer transistor 2N2484 via Pin 4. Exter-
nal monitoring is made possible by bringing back the buffered signal
to a front panel mounted BNC through Pin 6.
Op-amp U1 is a CA3080, and it is configured as a positive peak detector
with the introduction of another 2N2484. The peak value is brought to
the scaling resistors gauged with the front panel input selector switch
through Pin 7 and back on Pin 8. Pin 8 it tied to the current surmising
point of a log converter, implemented by U2 and U3.
U2 is a LM4250 op-amp, and U3 is a CA3096 NP?4 PNP transistor array
package. The matching characteristic of CA3096 provides temperature
compensated operations. Potentiometer R2 is the 0 dB reference adjust-
ment, while R1 is the conversion factor adjustment. Pins 9 and 10 are
used for meter drive. The circuit element values have been chosen so
that the conversion factor for 0 d8 is equal to 100 UA.
The log converter in the output monitor meter circuitry is identical
to the one in the input monitor; hence, they have the same conversion
factor. However, a true-RMS circuitry is used instead of a peak detec-
tor in the output monitor. The RMS function is performed by an Analog
Devices Model 440 module. U4 is used to buffer the front-panel-selected
-10-
signal. A 100-ohm resistor connects the buffered signal to the moni-
tor BNC via Pin lb. The scaling element is an onboard 10 KR 1% resis-
tor; hence Pin 17 is jumpered to Pin 18 on the back plane.
-11-
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S. DIGITAL  CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The following describes the digital circuits in the GSE. Refer to
Figure 4 for a block diagram of the digital section. Drawing 6-105948
includes the backplane wiring for the digital boards and the front panel
wiring.
C
5.1 DISPLAY BOARD FOR HEN GSE - Drawing 106082
The display board (Figure 5) contains six numerical displays to read
out gain settings for each PGA located in the HEM receiver and sixteen.
{	 LED's to indicate (a) the mode (AUTO/MAN) and ON/OFF for each channel,
(b) the status of the notch filter and calibration pulse, and (c) the
detection of the marker sync and frame sync.
i	 The power switches for the LED displays are constructed Vilth eight
2N2907 transistors buffering a SN7445 (B8) BCD-to-decimal decoder.
The "D" input of B8 is grounded since only eight switches are required.
The purpose of the power switches.is  to demultiplex the 4-bit data bus
;^	 by decoding the address lines to apply power to the proper display
group one at a time. This method of displaying data reduces both
hardware and power consumption.
Three lines of the data bus are fed to a SN7447A (B3) BCD-to-seven-
segment decoder. Since the largest number to be displayed is only
seven, the unused "D" input of B3 is grounded. The outputs of B3 are
bussed to the inputs of the DL-10 (A4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14) numerical
L	 displays.
Four of the inverters of 82, SN7406, are used by the 4-bit serial data
bus (BO-B3) to drive their corresponding LED's. The remaining two
inverters (of 82) are used exclusively for marker sync and frame sync.
Interface to the decoder boards, which has C140S logic level instead of
TTL level, is implemented with two CD4050's, 64-and B9. Five volts
used to power TTL devices is derived by inserting a 1114005 diode in
the six-volt power line.
-12-
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To simplify the hardware, the 37-bit parallel-to-serial
impl emented wi th fi ve Cowl ' s 9 for the conwow simutor is k ►cated
_.
on the display board.	 Front-panel-mounted thumbwheel switches and
toggle switches are wired to the display board to set up the selected'
command word for the CD4021's. 61 to 85. 	 Thumbwheel switches are used
exclusively to program the gain setting for the PGA inside the HEN
receiver.
	
10 IM pull-down resistors are used throughout for the
switches.
I 5.2
	 HEM GSE DISPLAY MUX AND DIGITAL TELEMETRY COMMAND TIMING - Drawing 6-105894,
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the board.	 An onboard'128-kHz oscilla-
tor, implemented by 84-10 and B5-4 is divided down to 64 kHz, 8 Was
1 kHz, 500 Hz and 250 Hz by A4.	 It is further divided to a four second:
Z gate by A3 (CD4040). 	 The 1-kHz. 500-Hz and 250-Hz lines , tonstitute the
address lines A0, Al. and A2, respectively. 	 These address lines are
used to multiplex the incoming 32-bit serial data for the 4 x 8 RAM
(Cl) and the display board,
The 32-bit serial data, MOI, is clocked into the 32-bit shift register
(El-E4) by MCL via B5-11.
	 After the serial data has been shifted in,
the transfer gate, MPT, will initiate a sequence of actions. 	 When'MPT
lb becomes true, it will arm flip-flop C4-13 which in turn will allow
C5-1 to be clocked true at the next zero address time decoded by B5-3.
This B5-3 output signals the following: (a) it signals flip-flop C5 to
turn off the data clock as soon as the next 8-kHz line becomes high;
(b) it signals the 32-bit shift register to do parallel transfer pro-
viding the data clock, MCL, is high - which is the case for digital
telemetry; (c) it enables B4-11 to generate the WRITE command for Cl
04036 4 x 8 RAM);-and (d) it signals C4-1 to reset C4-13, C5-1 and
C5-13 on the next zero address time.
The serial shifted MDI is parallel written into the 4 x 8 RAM, eight
bits.at
 a time in four steps. The multiplexing function is performed
by four CD4052's, D2 to D5 (refer to Table 3), and controlled by
address lines Al and A2.
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TABLE
HOUSEKEEPING DATA
DEVICE
BIT FUNCTION LOC_ ION
1 CH 1	 ON/OFF 02- 2
2 AUTO/NAN 11
3 TO dB 12
4 20 dB 13
5 40 dB 10
6 CH 2 ON/OFF 3
7 AUTO/MAN 4
8 10 dB 5
9 20 dB 03- 2
10 40 dB 11
11 CH 3	 ON/OFF 12
12 AUTO/MAN 13,
13 10 dB 10
14 20 dB 3
15 40 dB 4
16 CAL 5
17 CH 4	 ON/OFF 04- 2
18 AUTO/MAN 11
19 10 dB 12
20 20 dB 13
21 40 dB	 - 10
22 CH 5	 ON/OFF 3
23 AUTO/MAPS 4
24 10 dB 5
25 20 dB 05- 2
26 40 dB 11
27 CH 6	 ON/OFF 12
28 AUTO/MAN 13
29 10 dB 10
30 20 dB 3
31 40 dB 4
32 NOTCH ON/OFF 5
I
iS
Two CD4053's, C3 and C2, read the four eight-bit data words (refer to i
Table 4) back out to the display board in four-bit BCD format (refer
. to Table 5).	 Address line AO conducts the multiplexing. 	
I
The digital enable gate, DEN, is generated by 83-1 and its associated 	 !
counters and gates while Al-10 generates the digital clock, D IM.	 Both
{ B2 and B1, (CD4017) are configured as modulo-eight counters by feeding
the reset input with the eight-count output. 	 64 kHz from A4 clocks B2
which in turn clocks B1 with its carry-out output.
	
B4-4 decodes the
fifth 64-kHz clock and sets the DEN flip-flop B3.	 After 16 clock
periods, 64-3 decodes the twenty-first 64-kHz clock and resets DEN.
Al-10 is inhibited during the even number time of B1.	 As a result,
DCL is generated in four groups of eight clock bursts.
	
Both B2 and
B1 are reset when they reach sixty-four counts by B3-13.
	
The clock
and gate generation is delayed for four seconds until B3-33 is released
f
by A3, and then the whole cycle repeats again.
5.3	 HEM GSE TELEMETRY AND DECODING LOGIC - Drawing 6-105896
Figure 7 is the block diagram for Board 12. 	 Since the display board
(106082) can be used to display one of the five data different words
(refer to Figure 1 and Table 1, ref. 8 and 9): (a) the command word
received by the HEM receiver, (b) the status word in the execution
register of the HEM receiver that the mission programmer will receive,
(c) the NRZ HK data at the test connector, (d) the encoded HK data at
the test connector, and (e) the HK data from the HK discriminator, a. 	 a
3 wide 5-channel multiplexer is constructed using CD4053's - devices
4C, 2B, 40 and 3B.
	 The steering logic is controlled by two front-
panel-mounted rotary switches labeled DISPLAY.
Interface to the EXP test connector is implemented by 1N4148 diodes
(1C and 10), 100 k resistors (2C and 2D), and CD4050 buffers (3C,
3D and 5B).
-	 i
The HK data (AOB and AZB) process requires an additional decoding stage.
Exclusive OR gate 60-3 serves as the clock synthesizer by ORing the two
line tristate code, which is a self-clocking code.
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TABLE
4-WORD BY 8-BIT DATA FORMAT
(CO403641)
ADDRESS	 00
WORD 1
CH i ON/OFF
CH 2 ON/OFF
CH 3 ON/OFF
CAL
CH 4 ON/OFF
CH 5 ON/OFF
CH 6 ON/OFF
NOTCH ON/OFF
01
WORD 2
CH 1 AUTO/MAN
10 d6
20 dB
40 dB
CH 4 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
10
WORD 3
CH 2.AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
CH 5 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
11
WORD 4
CH 3 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
CH 6 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
01
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
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FIGURE 7
TELEMETRY AND DECODING LOGIC
+	 Drawing 6-105896
The self-generated clock is multiplexed along with the NRZ data clock
t	 by device 4C. Gates 3A-10 and 3A-11 are configured as an RS flip-flop
to convert the tristate code back to NRZ code which is then multiplexed.
Device 6C and 6B (CD4011 1 s) make up the synchronization timer. This
timer is driven by the 250-Hz line from Board 11 via Pin 5, and reset
by the multiplexed data clock. Further discussion of the synchroniza-
tion timer follows.
The bit counter is constructed also with CD4017's (7A and 7B). 7B is
configured as a modulo six counter by using the reset line to simplify
the Marker Sync hardware. The Marker Sync flip-flops, 6A-11 and 4A-10,
is set by 4A-6 and reset by 56-2 or monitor clock. 4A-6 decodes 84 ms
from the sync timer and the fifth count from 76. That is, the Marker
Sync flip-flop fires 84 ms after the negative-going edge of the fifth
bit which is the center of the sixth bit or marker bit. The timing of
the incoming monitor clock has to match the timer before the Marker
Sync flip-flop will be set.
7A can be called Marker counter. since it is clocked essentially by
recognition of the Marker Sync. This counter is reset by the sync
timer on 360 ms; the same line that jams the Marker Sync flip-flop
and the sync timer. The sync timer can time up to 360 ms only during
the frame sync time slot providing the HK data is detected correctly.
Flip-flop 5A-13 and associated gates implemented the parallel transfer
gate. SA-B is clocked by the same line that reset the Marker Counter
7A. If exactly eight markers have been registered prior to this time,
Gate 4B-11 will enable*SA-13 to be clocked true which is the recogni-
zation of frame sync or parallel transfer signal. This signal is mul-
tiplexed with the other enable gate (40-4) to Board 11. 5A-13 is
ripple reset by the next data clock through 6C.
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The function of 5A-2 is to blank out the data clock for the 32-bit
shift registers located on Board 11 during Vor+ds 4 and 8 of the analogy
teleaetry word format (refer to Table 6) slam these two words have np
significance. 6A-3 and 6A-4 decode words 4 and 8 for SA-1.
Wm the DISPLAY mode is set at digital telemetry, the monitor data
parallel transfer (MDT) line is generated on board by counting the
incoming clock. The clock counter is implemented by two CD4017's.
5D and 5C, and reset by OPT. This clock counter is necessary so that
the shift register on Board 11 will not overflow.
An interface circuit, implemented by a 2N5116 and a 2ti2222 transistor
and a 004053o is used to receive the status wore in the HEM receiver
which has different logic levels.
5.4 SSE CODE TRANSSMITTER SIMULATOR - Drawing 6-105953
Figure 8 is the block diagram of the command word simulator, and .
Table 7 is the command word format. Front-panel-mounted manual
switches are used to set up the desired command word to be simulated.
Refer to Figure 1 for front panel layout._ Thumbwheel switches are
used to set up the channel gain bits, while all other bits are pro-
=	 grammed by toggle switches.
An onboard 8.54-kHz oscillator is constructed with 28-10 and 2B-4
(CO4001). The remaining gates of 26 are wired as a bounceless switch
buffering the transmit execute momentary switch coming in on Pins 3
and S. 3B-1 generates the 4.27-kHz clock by dividing the local oscil-
1 ator.
Upon execution of command, 38-13 will be clocked to true immediately,
and i,i turn 3A-1 will be clocked true at the beginning of the next
clock pulse. When 3A-1 is true, the following occurs: (a) the command
word bit counters 3D and 3C are reset. (b) 3B-13 is reset, and (c) the
37-bit parallel-to-serial registers on the display board are signalled
to parallel load the manually set command bits via 78-9. The command
envelope will come up as soon as flip-flop 4C is clocked by the local
1
1
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ANALOG TELDIEM NOW FOWAT
WORD NO,	 $i-
1 1 CH 1 ON/OFF
3 100
4 20 dB
5 404
5 No code
Y 1 CH 2 ON/OFF
1AUTO/m
8
4 206
5 40 dB
6 No code
3 1 CH 3 ON/OFF
2 AUTO/tom
3 10 dB
4 20 dB
6 40 dB
6 No code
4 1 Calibrate
2 - No function
3 No function	 ,0 =4 No function
5 No function
6 No code
5 1 CH 4 ON/OFF
2 AUTO/MAN
3 10 dB
4 20 d6
5 40 dB
6 No code
6 1 CH 5 Ofd/OFF
2 AUTO/MAN
3 10 dB
4 20 d6
5 40 dB
6 No code
TAIL".
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TABLE 7i
COMMAND WORD FORMAT
BIT NO. FUNCTION
1-5 Unassigned
6 (LSB) CH 1 ON/OFF
7 AUTO/MAN
8 10 dB
9 20 dB
10 40 dB
11 CH 2 ON/OFF
^. 12 AUTO/MAN
13 10 dB
14 20 dB
15 40 dB
16 CH 3 ON/OFF
17 AUTO/MAN
18 10 dB
19 20 dB
J 40 dB
21 CAL
22 CH 4 ON/OFF
23 AUTO/MAN
24 10 d6
25 20 dB
26 40 dB
27 CH 5 ON/OFF
28 AUTO/MAN
29 10 dB
30 20 dB
31 40 dB
32 CH 6 ON/OFF
33 AUTO/NAN
34 10 dB
35 20 dB
36 40 dB
37 (MSB) 20 kHz Notch Filter ON/OFF
CHANNEL
1-2 kHz
2-4 kHz
4-8 kHz
8-16 kHz
16-32 kHz
6 kHz NB
i
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oscillator. At the leading edge of next clock, 3A-13 will be clocked
true which in turn resets 3A-1. 3A-13 enables bit clock gate 2C-4
I '	 which supplies bit clocks to the 37-bit parallel-to-serial shift
register on the display board, the command bit counter (30), the HEM
receiver, and the command envelope flip-flop 4C. After thirty-seven
clocks,•the bit counter will enable gate 2C-11 which in turn resets
3A-13 and terminates further bit clocks. The command envelope will go
low shortly afterwards.
Interface to the display board is made through an onboard ribbon
socket connector, 78. Command bits from the display board appear at
7B-2, when the bit clock is fed to the registers at 78-10. The cam-
mend bits are gated by 2C-10 and buffered by 2D-6. 4B-3 and 4B-4 make
up the latch which gates the command bits.
Two sets of redundant lines are implemented by 5A, 5B and 5C for com-
mand bits, clock and envelope. An interface network for the redundant
lines is provided by 15 KQ resistors and 1000 pF capacitors. 5A-3,
5A-4 and 2D-4 are the controlling gates to activate both or either
set of the redundant lines.
Device 6C provides two interface lines for the HEM GSE Display MX
and Digital Telemetry Command Timing Board (Drawing 6-105894); namely,
DEN and DCL. Device 6C (CD4049) is powered by a 1.5-volt zener diode,
while device 5C is powered by a 10-volt zener diode to simulate the
actual mission programmer interface inside the spacecraft. Other
onboard circuitry includes a buffered line implemented by the 2N5816
transistor and 4B-11 intended for the P41R MON line from HEM receiver.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
` t	 This report describes the Data Converter Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
used to process received or taped telemetered data from the Helliwell
VLF Receiver.
The data converter incorporates a complete set of discriminators to
process 1-32 kHz data from the Helliwell VLF receiver. The house-
keeping data will be decoded and displayed on the front panel (Figure
1). Table 1 describes the front panel controls and indicators.
The Data Converter is powered by 115 volts at 60 hertz with a third
ground wire and three-prong power plug. It is housed in a rugged
portable case with a removable cover for protection of the controls,
indicators, and connectors.
The data converter is basically composed of two sections: a digital
	
/	 sec t i oil -v'h i cif decodes the hou^e'&L^cpi rg data and display s tali s data on
	•`	 the front panel, and an analog section which discriminates the tele-
metered subcarrier frequencies from the Helliti•rell VLF receiver to the
information band of 1-32 kHz and provides BNC outputs for use with a
spectrum analyzer.
Three modular type povier supplies are used for the GSE: one 6 volt,
one 12 volt, and one 28 volt.
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TABLE 1
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
DATA CONVERTER
FIG
1
REF DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION
1 FSY	 (frame sync) LED	 indicator.	 During monitoring of
analog telemetry data	 it indicates
frame sync	 a f ter	 receiving a complete
telemetry message successfully. 	 Tele-
metry data is updated when the FSY turns
t on.
2 M_',Y	 (marker sync) LED	 indicator.	 During monitoring of
analog telemetry data it indicates	 the
8 MSY bits	 in each of 8 6-bit words.
3 NOTCH ON LED indicator.	 The 44th bit in the
telemetry message.	 1lhen the LED is on
the 20 kHz	 notch	 f;lt ,!r is on.
4 CAL LLD	 indicator.	 The 21st bit	 in the
C tcicaie tiry mEs»dye.
	
i•iilen	 Lilt'	 LE I' 	 is	 cai
the experiment is	 in the Calibrate mode.
5 AUTO GAIN LED	 indicator,	 one	 for each of six chan-
nels.	 Illuminated LED indicates	 that
:hannel	 is	 in	 the automatic gain mode.
C	 6 ON LED	 indicators,	 one for each of six
channels.	 Illuminated LED	 indicates
that output is summed into the Analog
Telemetry link.
7 TELEiETRY WORD (gain Single-digit display,	 one for each of
setting	 display) six channels.	 Indicates	 the amplifier
gain	 setting	 is	 dB	 x	 10	 in a	 range of
0-7	 x	 10	 dB.
8 DIGITAL SICNAL MONITOR GNC	 te'. points	 for troubleshooting.
The signals	 are only time and	 "1"	 and
"0"	 level	 relative and are not absolute
level	 relative
	
signals.
08 Monitors	 the "1"
	
coded bit
	 from the
demodulated	 signal
ZL' t.on i to r s	 the	 "0"	 co.:ed bit
t.
MCL tlonitors
	 the clock derived
	 from the
data
	
lines
i
f	 ( FIGURE	 1
(CONTINUED)
r
FIG
1
REF DESIGNATION DESCRI PTION
MD Monitors	 the serial	 decoded analog teler^,etry
C data
MPT Monitors the FSY
9 INPUT MONITOR 8-position switch	 selects any one or
all	 input subcarriers	 for the scaled
peak detector meter.	 VIC is connected
in par311e1	 for external	 monitor.
TLM Monitors
	
the sum of all	 subcarriers
384 Monitors the su5carrier with f o =	 384 kHz
• 192 Monitors	 the subcarrier with f o =	 192 kHz
96 Monitors the subcarrier with f o =	 96 kHz
( 48 Monitors the subcarrier with f o =	 49 kHz
24 Monitors the subcarrier with f o =	 24 kHz
12 Monitors the subcarrier with f o =	 12 kllz
(Housekeeping)
6 Monitors the 6 kHz narrowband incoming
' signal
10 OUTPUT t-ONITOR 8-position	 switch selects any one or
all	 output signals	 for the scaled peak
detector meter.	 BNC is connected	 in
parallel	 for external	 monitor or ineas-
urement.
32 Monitors
	
tho	 16-32 kHz slynal	 channel
lE Monitors	 the 8-115 kHz signal	 channel
8 Monitors	 the 4-8 kHz signal	 channel
4 Monitors	 the 2-4	 kHz signa'
	 channel
2 Monitors the	 1-2 kHz signal	 channel
D I V Monitors	 the divided 11: subcarrier
	 signal
Hi l Monitors
	 the	 trilevel	 housekeeping data
SU'A Mon i tor;	 the	 sur.^ned signals
HK
SUM
I&'
	
t
l	 TABLE 1
(CONTINUED)
DESCRIPTION
BNC test points for troubleshooting
The iiicoming subcarriers at the buffer
output
Trilevel housekeeping data
The output signal of the summing ampli-
fier
96 kHz
Indicates which carrier frequencies
have been detected
3-position switch
Channel is turned on
Channel is turned on if carrier is
detected
Channel is turned off
Monitors same information as described
in Reference 10
FIG
1
	
REF
	
DESIGi';ATION
	
11
	
ANALOG BNC MONITOR
T L Mi
CLK
12	 CARRIER INFORMATION
Carrier Indicators
Carrier Switches
ON
AUTO
OFF
Carrier Monitors
C
2. ANALOG SECTION
C	 A. block diagram of the d,.ta convert_r is shoon in Drawing 7-105915.
The ir , cor-,,ing s i,-nal is transformer coupled to the buffer amplifier.
The buffer amplifier has a gain of 14 dB, giving an overall gain of
7 d3 referred to the input cf the isolation transformer. the output
of the buffer amplifier- drives an array of six frequency d"scriminators,
and a 6-krz r,-:rrowbaird 2-pole fi 1 ter.
Each discriminator board contains an input bandpass filter, a buffer
sta,:e immediately fullowing the bandpass filter for- subcarrier ronitoring,
a ph -se- locked- loo p discriminator, a 1cvipass filter and a highpass filter.
The high puss filter for the HK discriminator is deleted, since it has
little effect in the performance in the circuit. A phase-locked-loop
type discriminator is used baczuse it is compatible to the VCO type
used in the Heliiwell receiver; hence, linearity improves. In additirn,
this type of discriminator provides carrier phase detection.
An array of seven analog switches is used to connect the outputs of the
analog discriminators, the divided HK subcarrier, and the 6-kHz narro;/-
band input to the current surr`ming output amplifier. The analog switch
used for the v-1:1!z narro^,,band input is always on; the other switches are
gated by their respective channel carrier detectors. Provision to over-
ride the carrier detect gate is also incorporated.
Tho discriminated tristate data from the HK discriminator is fed to
Detector Board 105914 along with the HK subcarrier. The tristate data
is converted to 2-line code with Ci;OS logic  1 evel for- the HK decoder.
The HK subcarrier is divided down 20 times and than fed to the summing
amplifier; the HK subcarrier synthesizes the 96-01 7 VCO so that the fre-
gw,ncy of the master oscillator inside the Hi P1 receiver can be monitored.
Two meter circuits arc includod in the HEM GSF to { p rovide a fast func-
tional check of the HFiM receiver.
-2-
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One meter circuit is a peak-detection type and it is used to monitor
the telemetry and subcarrier signal. The other meter circuit is a
true-RMS typeand it monitors the discriminated signals and the summing
output.
r
	
Functions 19 to 22 of Table 1 (front panel controls and indicators) des-
cribE the oneration and testing capabilities of the analog section.
r
i
r(
l
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3. DIGITAL SECTION
The purpose of the digital section is to decode housekeeping data from
i
	
the analog telemetry word and display this information on the front
panel (refer to Table 3).
A list of abbreviations used in the GSE digital circuitry is contained
in Table 2.
The detected HK data is in the form of a 2-line tristate code. It is
decoded to NRZ data and stored in 32-bit shift register by the self-
generating clock. Marker and frame synchronization is also timed by
the 64 kHz onboad oscillator. If the marker and frame synchronization
times out properly at the end of each data frame, the stored data will
L
	
be written into a 4 x 8 memory, and then multiplexed and read to the
display board.
TABLE 2
GLOSSARY
FOB
	
Frequency demodulated - One tit
FSY
	
Frame sync
FZB
	
Frequency demodulated - Zero bit
MCL
	
Monitor data clock
MD 
	
Monitor data in
MPT
	
Monitor- data parallel transfer
MS 
	
Marker sync
-4-
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TABLE 3
ANALOG TELEMETRY WORD FORMAT
WORD NO. BIT NO. FUNCTION
1 1 CH	 1	 Ott/OFF
2 AUTO/ MAN
3 10 dB
4 20 dB
5 40 dB
6 No code
C
2 1 CH 2 ON/OFF
2 AU10/MAN
3 10 dB
4 20	 cIB
5 40 dB
6 No code
3 1 CH	 3 011/OFF
2 AUf0/MAN
3 10 dB
C 4 20 dB
' 5 40 dB
6 No code
4 1 Calibrate
2 No function
3 No function	 0,^
4 No function
5 No function
6 No code
5 1 CH	 4	 0,11/OFF
2 AU l"0/1.M
3 10 dB
4 20 d3
5 40 d3
6 No code
6 1 CH 5 0':/OFF
3 10	 dB
4 20	 c1B
5 40 dB
6 No code
TABLE 3
(Continued)
WORD h0.	 BIT NO
7	 1
2
3
4
5
6
i
8	 1
2
3
4
L	 6
r
4. ANALOG CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
t	 The following describes the analog circuits in the GSE. Refer to
Drawing 105945 for a complete block diagram of all the analog circuits.
Drawing 105958 is the backplGne interconnect wtiring for all tha boards
and the front panel connectors.
4.1 INPUT BUFFER - Drawing 6-105940 (Board i)
Transformer T1 couples the incoming TLM signal to Amplifier Ul. Ampli-
fier Ul has a gain of 14 dB, giving an overall gain of 7 dB including
the 7-dB loss of the transformer. The maximum input level without
suffering severe distortions is 7 volts peak to peak. The output is
ac coupled to the discriminators through Pin 2, named BFR, and do
coupled to the 6-kHz filter. Two resistors attenuate the BFR signal
which is then fed to Pin 1 for monitoring purposes.
The 6-kHz filter has a band,iidth of 1 kNz, and an insertion loss of
6 dB; it is buffered by device U2 and then brought out to three places.-
l	 TP8, RD8 and NB out. 100-ohm isolation resistors are used at the out-
put of U2.
The remaining
of this circu
voltages is 6
and named V..
t
circuitry on Board 1 includes U3 and Q1. The function
itry is to generate two reference voltages. One of the
volts and named Sig Com, arhile the other one is 6-7 volts
-5-
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4.2 DISCRIMINATOR - Drawing 6-105942 (Boards 2-6)
Board 2 to Board 6 are the discriminator boards, and they share a
common schematic since their circuitry configuration is identical.
The main difference among the discriminator boards is their center
frequencies which are spaced-an octave apart starting at 24 kHz.
Each discriminator board has a three-pole, 1-dB ripple, Tchebychev
bandpass input. This filter has a bandwidth of one-fourth of its cen-
ter frequency and an insertion loss of 6 dB. Transistor 2N2484 buffers
the filter for monitoring . purposes at Pin 4. The buffered output from
the 2N2484 is also capacitor coupled to limiter IA. IA is a CA3080
having a gain of 40 dB. A small hysteresis is also included for IA.
2A is a CD4046 CR10S phase lock loop device. This device has two phase
comparators and one voltage controlled oscillator. Capacitor Co and
the combination resistance of R1 and R2 set up the free running fre-
quency of the VCO. The output of the VCO is tied to one input of
phase comparator No. 1, while the remaining input receives the in-
coming signal from the Limiter IA. The output voltage of phase com-
parator 1 is integrated by D10 then fed back to the VCO. With this
closed-loop configuration, comparator 1 will force the VCO to phase
track the incoming signal, giving a conversion gain of 6 V/fc. Fur-
ther description of this PLL can be found in RCA Application Note
No. ICAN-6101.
Phase Comparator 2 is used for carrier detection. When the VCO is
phase locked to the incoming signal, the output of phase comparator
2 will be a 75`S duty cycle pulse; if not, its output will have an
average duty cycle of 50%. Voltage comparator.3A, CA3080, detects
the average output voltage of phase comparator 2. The output of 3A
will become true, whenever the duty cycle of phase comparator 2 output
exceedes 65,;. The output of 3A is isolated by two 30 K resistors and
brought out at Pin 12 and 13 to drive a front panel mounted LED and
the analog switch for the summing amplifier on Board 8.
-6-
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iPost filtering for the PLL discriminator is performed by op-amps 4A
and 5A (CA3094). 4A is configured as a 3-pole, i-dB ripple, Tcheby-
f	
chev low pass filter, while 5A is configured as a-2-pole, 1-dB ripple,
Tchebychev high pass. The drive capacity of the CA3094 is high enough
to drive a 50-ohm load with 10 d6 loss. The output of 5A is brought
to Pins 16, 17, and 18 through 100-ohm resistors for the sunning
amplifier and the monitor circuitry.
4.3 HK DISCRIMINATOR - Drawing 6-105941 (Board 7)
t	 The housekeeping discriminator is very similar to the other five dis-
criminators with the following differences: the center frequency of
the HK discriminator is 12 kHz; the bandwidth of the input 3-pole fil-
ter is 4 kHz, that is, one-third of center frequency.
t
The low pass filter is a 3-pole Bessel filter with the cut-off fre-
quency at 40 Hz. The high pass filter is not used in the HK discrimi-
nator because do information is required by tho following detector
t ^	 board (6-105944, Board 9).
c
4.4 SUMMING AMPLIFIER - Drawing 6-105939 (Board 8)
t	 U3, a CA3100, is the current summing amplifier. Current summing was
chosen instead of voltage summing because current summing provides a
	 -
better approximation of the received signal.
t	 The supply voltage of U3 is 28 volts and 0 V to provide higher output
level for the current summing. The 12-volt supply establishes the
bias voltage for U3.
U1 and U2 are CD4066 analog gates. With the exception of the gate that
is used for the 6-kHz NB channel, all gate controls are pulled down to
VsS with a 1 megohm resistor; that is, all channels are-normally off
except for the NB channel which is always on.
-7-
4.5	 DETECTOR - Drawing 6-105944 (Board 9)
t The detector circuitry receives the discriminated HK signal through
` Pin 14.
	
U1 is the positive peak buffer amplifier while U2 is the
negative peak buffer amplifier for the incoming HK signal.	 Two 51 K
resistors and one 100 K resistor establish the reference voltage for
U3 and U4, upper and lower threshold voltage comparators.	 The outputIL
of U3 will become true if the incoming signal voltage is greater than
75% of its maximum-to-minimum value, while U4 will become true when
the signal is less than 25%. 	 Two sections of U6, CD4066, are used to
reduce the leakage current of tt;e detector diodes (1N270) by feeding
back the compared outputs as the gating signals. 	 U14 (CD4030) buffers
the compared outputs, and two 6.8 K isolation resistors connect them
to Pins 12 and 13.
C
For summing purposes, the 12-kHz HK subcarrier is divided down to
600 Hz so that it will not interfere with the data signal. One CD4029,
U7, and half a CD4013, US, is used as the divider chain. The divided
signal is filtered by a 3-pole Tchebychev, 1-dB ripple, low pass filter
after a 31-dB attenuator pad. This low pass filter, having a cut-off
frequency of 750 Hz, is implemented by a CA3094, U5, and its output is
brought to Pins 16, 17 and 18 through 100 ohm isolation resistors.' The
harmonic level is at least 40 dB down referred to the data channels.
The generated 600 Hz is also used to clock the 213 ms digital one
shot, implemented by U10, Ull, and one-half of U8, while another sec-
t	 tion of U14 resets it on either a "ONE" or "ZERO" code. This one shot
has a delay of 138 clock periods; and, since it is reset by either a
"ONE" or "ZERO" code, it can fire only once duting the frame sync (FSY -
refer to Table 1 for FSY definition). The output of this digital one
shot controls the analog switch, U6, which gates the servo loop of the
96-kHz synthesized clock.
The 96-kHz synthesized clock is built by U9, and U12. U12 is configured
as a divide-by-eight counter. U9 contains a phase comparator and a
voltage controlled oscillator. A 50 k2 variable resistor finely adjusts
-8-
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the center frequency of the VCO. The phase comparator produces an
error voltage proportional to the phase difference between the 12-kHz
HK subcarrier and the divided 96 kHz. During the frame sync of each
data cycle, the VCO is allowed to phase lock to the HK subcarrier
which is locked to the master oscillator in the HEM receiver.
4.6 METER AMPLIFIER - 6-105943 (Rnard 10)
The meter amplifier board contains two meter circuits; one monitors
the subcarriers and the other one monitors the discriminated signals.
t	 Both the input monitor and the output monitor meters are panel mounted
and zero centered.
The input monitor switch selects any one subcarrier signal or the TLM
L	 signal and feeds it to the buffer transistor 2N2484 via Pin 4. Exter-
nal monitoring is made possible by bringing back the buffered signal
to a front panel mounted BNC through Pin 6.
S Op-amp U1 is a CA3080, and it is configured as a positive peak detector
with the introduction of another 2N2484. The peak value is brought to
the scaling resistors gauged with the front panel input selector switch
through Pin 7 and back on Pin 8. Pin 8 is tied to the current summing
point of a log converter, implemented by U2 and U3.
U2 is a LM4250 op-amp, and U3 is a CA3096 NPN, PNP transistor array
package. The matching characteristic of CA3096 provides temperature
L	 compensated operations. Potentiometer R2 is the 0 dB reference adjust-
ment, while R1 is the conversion factor adjustment. Pins 9 and 10 are
used for meter drive. The circuit element values have been chosen so
that the conversion factor for 0 dB is equal to 100 uA.
6
The log converter
to the one in the
factor. However,
for in the output
Devices Model 440
in the output monitor meter circuitry is identical
input monitor; hence, they have the same conversion
a true-RMS circuitry is used instead of a peak detec-
monitor. The RMS function is performed by an Analog
module. U4 is used to buffer the front-panel-selected
I1
signal. A 100-ohm resistor connects the buffered signal to the moni-
tor BNC via Pin 16. The scaling element is an onboard 10 IM 1% resis-
tor; hence Pin 17 is jumpered to Pin 18 on the back plane.
C
t
L
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5. DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONC ^'{	
The following describes the digital circuits in the GSE.
5.1 DISPLAY BOARD FOR HEN GSE - Drawing 106082
The display board (Figure 2) contains six numerical displays to read
r	
out gain setting for each PGA located in the HEM receiver and sixteen
LED to indicate (a) the mode (AUTO/NAN) and ON/OFF for each channel,
(b) the status of the notch filter and calibration pulse, and (c) the
detection of the marker sync and frame sync.
t
C
The power switches for the LED displays are constructed with eight
2N2907 transistors buffering a SN7445 (BB) BCD to decimal decoder.
The "D" input of B8 is grounded since only eight switches are required.
The purpose of the power switches is to demultiplex the 4-bit data bus
by decoding the address lines to apply power to the proper display
group one at a time. The method of displaying data has the advantages
of reduced hardware and power consumption.
i
Three lines of the data bus is fed to a SN7447A (B3) BCD to seven
segment decoder. Since the largest number to be displayed is only
seven, the used "D" input of 63 is grounded. The outputs of B3 are
bussed to the inputs of the DL-10 (A4, 6. 8, 10, 12, 14) numerical
displays.
L Four of the inverters of B2, SN7406, are used by the 4-bit serial
data bus (BO-B3) to drive their corresponding LEDs. The remaining
two of the inverters (of B2) are used exclusively for marker sync
and frame sync.
Interface to the decoder boards which has C140S logic level instead
of TTL.level is implemented with two CD4050, B4 and 89. Five volts
used to power TTL devices is derived by inserting a IH4005 diode to
the six-volt power line.
N
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5.2 HEM DATA MONITOR DECODER AND DISPLAY MULTIPLEXER - Drawing 6-106037
t	 Figure 3 is the block diagram for the HK data decoder. The incoming
r► 	 HK data from the discriminator is in the form of 2 line tristate
code, and it comes in on Pin 12 and Pin 13. Each line represents a
Logic "1" or Logic 00". If the ONE line is high, the bit is a Logic
t	 "1". Logic "0" is represented when the ZERO line goes high, while
neutral state is represented by having both lines at low level. Each
bit, whether " 1" or "0", will go high only on the first half of the
bit time and then return to the neutral state. 'This way the code.is
self-clocking.
NRZ data is recovered by setting and resetting flip-flop E5 (CD4013)
with the FOB and FZB lines, respectively; while clock is recovered
{	 by "ORing" the two lines with NOR Gate F5.
An onboard 64-kHz oscillator is implemented by half a CD4011, D1.
Device B3 divides det.n the frequency to 1 kHz, 500 Hz, and 250 Hz,
C	
which are also the address lines labeled A0, Al, and A2, respectively.
The frequency can be fine adjusted by the 20 ko variable resistor.
Device E4 and F4 (both CD4017) are configured as the synchronization
f
•
	
timer. This timer is driven by the 250-Hz line from the local oscil-
lator and reset by the derived data clock. Further discussion of
the synchronization timer follows.
The bit counter is constructed also with a CD4017, E2 and F2. F2 is
configured as a modulo six counter by using the reset line to simplify
the marker sync hardware. The marker sync flip-flop, E3-3 and F3-9,
is set by F3-6 and-reset by E1-4 or the monitor clock. F3-6 decodes
84 ms from the sync tinier and the fifth count from F2. That is, the
marker sync flip-flop fires 84 ms after the negative-going edge of
the fifth bit which is the center of the sixth bit-or marker bit.
If the timing of the incoming clock is improper, the Marker sync
flip-flop will not be latched (set).
f
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DISPLAY BCD DATA
	
DISPLAY ADDRESS
FIGURE 3
DECODER LOGIC
E2 can be called the Marker counter, since it is clocked essentially
by recognition of the Marker Sync. 	 This counter is reset by the sync
timer on 360 ms; in the same time, the sync timer is hung up and the
}
k
marker sync flip-flop is jammed.	 If the incoming HK data is detected
correctly, the sync timer can count up to 360 ms only during the frame
i	
C
P
sync time slot.
' F1 (C04013 flip-flop) and associated gates implement the parallel
transfer gate.	 F1-13 is clocked at the same time when the Marker
Counter E-2 is reset.
	 If exactly eight markers have elapsed prior
to this time, Gate D1-3 will allow F1-13 to be clocked true which is
.the recognition of the frame sync.
	 F1-13 is ripple reset by the next
data clock through R.
C
The function of F1 -2 is to blank out the data clock for the 32-bit
shift register, during Words 4 and 8, since these bits have no signi-
ficance. This function is accomplished by decoding Words 4 and 8
t^	 with E3-10 and E3-11, respectively.
The 32-bit shift register is implemented with four CD4015, D2 to D5.
HK data (Table 4) is shifted in by the self-generated data clock from
the blanking gate F3-10. At the end of each frame, a four-wide, eight-
bit multiplexer, four CD4052, is used to organize the shifted serial
data to a 4 x 8 format (Table 5), then written into a CD4036 4 x 8
RAM. Address Lines Al and A2 conduct the data traffic.
i
The write command is initiated by the Frame Sync flip-flop F1, and
synchronized to the address lines by clocking in the frame sync sig-
nal into C1-1 at the beginning of the display cycle decoded by F5-11.
F5-11 also terminates the write command at the follow display cycle
by clocking the disarm flip-flop C1-13. C1-13 is self-reset.
Devices A2 and B2 are CD4053. Their function is to convert the 8-line
data buss of the CD4036 into 4 lines serial data buss (Table 6) for the
display board. The serial data is brought out on Pin CO-9 (BO), 10 (Bl),
11 (B2), and 12 (B31 with Pin CO-12 (B3) being the most significant line.
-13-
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TAB, LE 4
t	 HOUSEKEEPING DATA
BIT FUNCTION
t 1 CH 1	 ON/OFF
2 AUTOJMAN
3 10 dB
4 20 dB
5 40 dB
6 CH 2	 ON/OFF
7 AUTO/MAN
8 10 dB
9 20 dB
10 40 dB
11 CH 3	 ON/OFF
t 12 AUTO/MAN
13 10 dB
14 20 dB
15 40 dB
16 CAL
17 CH 4	 ON/OFF
18 AUTO/MAN
19 10 dB
20 20 dB
21 40 dB
C 22 CH 5	 ON/OFF
23 AUTO/MAN
24 10 dB
25 20 dB
26 40 dB
c 27 CH 6	 ON/OFF
28 AUTO/MAN
29 10 dB
30 20 dB
31 40 dB
32 NOTCH ON/OFF
DEVICE
LOCATION
92- 2
11
12-
13
10
3
4
5
D3- 2
11
12
13
10
3
4
5
D4- 2
11
12
13
10
3
4
5
D5- 2
11
-12
13
10
3
4
5
rE
00 01
WORD 1 WORD 2
CH 1 ON/OFF CH 1 AUTO/MAN
CH 2 ON/OFF 10 dB
CH 3 ON/OFF 20 dB
CAL 40 dB
CH 4 ON/OFF CH 4 AUTO/MAN
CH 5 ON/OFF •	 10 dB
CH 6 ON/OFF 20 dB
NOTCH ON/OFF 40 dB
TABLE
4-WORD BY 8-BIT DATA FORMAT
(C04036 X11)
f
t
t
10
WORD 3
CH 2 AUTO/ISIAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
CH 5 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
11
WORD 4
CH 3 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
CH 6 AUTO/MAN
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
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